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ABSTRACT
International City/County Management Association 1999 Revenue Estimation 
Survey Revisited
By 
Benjamin B. Bond, III
Dr. Christopher Stream, Committee Chair
Professor School of Environmental and Public Affairs
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
In 1899 the National Municipal League declared that it was the duty of the Mayor 
to submit to the Council the annual budget of current expenses of the city, for almost as 
long, the budgeting process has been researched (Hou, 2006). Researching budgets is 
important and needed but comparatively little attention has been paid to revenue forecasts 
or to those responsible for the generation of revenue forecasts. Professional public 
administrators responsible for generating revenue forecasts have largely been overlooked 
in research. Judging by the lack of scholarly material available in academic journals, it 
appears the political process in which budget forecasts are created is of primary concern 
to researchers.
In 1999 the International City/County Management Association (ICMA) fielded 
the Revenue Estimation survey. This study revealed, although forecasters have been 
educated in the fields of public administration and business administration, they 
overwhelmingly rely on less sophisticated forecasting models comprised of naïve and 
incremental technical approaches when building revenue forecasts (Bahl et al., 1984; 
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Jung & Kang, 2007; Pinkowski, 2004; Reddick, 2004; Sun, 2005; Zorn, 1982). 
Compounding this issue of using less sophisticated forecast models, city governments 
have become increasingly reliant on less stable and less predictable revenue sources
(Bland, 2009). In 2009, after the beginning of the most recent recession, media outlets 
began reporting stories highlighting economic troubles at all levels of government. Local 
governments in particular have not been immune to the financial stresses of the last six 
years (Bland, 2009).
The evident lack of scholarly material focused on forecasters and the increased 
need for more sophisticated forecast models provides a research opportunity that may 
lead to increased forecast accuracy. This project may also have a positive impact on the 
financial well-being of governments facing increased revenue uncertainty. Given this lack 
of scholarly research, permission was granted by ICMA to re-field the 1999 Revenue 
Estimation survey. Re-fielding the survey in 2011 will provide a complementary dataset 
to the original 1999 dataset from which comparative analyses can be made. The purpose 
of this research project is to determine if revenue forecasting competencies of city 
employees became more sophisticated between 1999 and 2011.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
 City government revenue sources have been shifting from a handful of stable tax 
streams to an increasingly diverse, yet less stable, set of revenue sources (Cirincione et 
al., 1999; Kammholz & Maher, 2008). As a result, city governments have become less 
reliant on stable revenue sources such as property taxes (Cirincione et al., 1999). One 
advantage of diversifying revenue inputs to more elastic sources include the 
proportionality associated with growth in population, employment, business volume or 
personal income (McKinney, 2004). Plainly stated, as employment or tax receipts goes 
up, so to does city revenues. Examples of elastic revenue sources cities are becoming 
increasingly reliant upon include income taxes, licensing taxes and user fees (Cirincione 
et al., 1999; Kammholz & Maher, 2008). For example, in 1990 property taxes comprised 
34 percent of cities total revenues, by 2004 they made up just 27 percent (Kammholz & 
Maher, 2008).
 Conversely, as top-line indicators fall, so to does the revenue associated with that 
source. McKinney warns, “over reliance on elastic revenue sources may create future 
potential instability, especially when the economy falls into recession” (2004, p. 143). As 
a result of this diversification, city revenue forecasts have become increasingly difficult 
to project resulting in increased inaccuracies (Kammholz & Maher, 2008). Forecast 
accuracy is exceedingly important, particularly for city residents, because as elastic tax 
revenues recede on declining business activities, the possibility exists for reduced 
government services (McKinney, 2004).
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 One tool that can be used to close the widening performance gap resulting from 
cities reduced reliance on stable revenue sources is increased forecast model 
sophistication (Jung and Kang, 2007). As a result of increased complexities associated 
with forecasting elastic revenues, those individuals tasked with generating city 
government projections must produce increasingly sophisticated models in order to retain 
a level of forecast accuracy (Jung and Kang, 2007). Local administrators should be aware 
of the uncertainty in shifting towards more volatile revenue sources and compensating 
with increasingly sophisticated forecast models as a result of the overall migration from 
stable taxes such as property (Kammholz & Maher, 2008).
 Most academic attention focused on city level revenue forecast generation has 
been given to the political and administrative processes regarding techniques, 
methodologies, and outcomes. Undoubtedly, methodology is a crucial component in 
revenue forecasting but arguably, just as important are those individual public 
administrators responsible for revenue forecast generation. Much less research has been 
focused on those individuals responsible for generating revenue forecasts within city 
governments.
 As identified by Jung and Kang (2007), an extremely important aspect of the 
budget process is being overlooked by not studying those responsible for forecast 
generation. Jung and Kang found that little literature has been generated with respect to 
the “who is” aspect of revenue forecasting, which is unfortunate for administrators 
seeking to increase forecast accuracy (2007, p. 190). Addressing forecasters work 
experience, education and statistical knowledge may be important in understanding the 
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fundamentals of revenue forecasts, yet little progress has been made in these areas to 
date. In 1991, Forrester was one of the first researchers to ask questions about who 
generates revenue forecasts. Forrester (1991) found that a forecaster’s field of study and 
level of education attainment provided some insights into modeling techniques utilized in 
revenue forecast production. Forrester’s research primarily addressed the idea that an 
individual’s lack of exposure to forecasting techniques, be it through education or 
training, is but one limiting factor to increased forecasting accuracy (1991). Forrester’s 
findings were validated by correlation analysis between education characteristics of 
administrators responsible for forecast generation and the accuracy of the resulting 
forecasts. It was not until 1999 that a survey was developed and deployed focusing 
primarily on revenue forecasting at the city level.
PRIMARY RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
 The purpose of this project is to determine whether revenue forecasting 
competencies of city level employees became more sophisticated between two distinct 
survey periods, 1999 and 2011. (For this study, revenue forecasting competencies are 
defined as the statistical techniques used in forecast generation.) Comparing two distinct 
datasets will provide variation from which analyses can be run and conclusions can be 
drawn. For example, Pearson correlation outputs examining public administrator’s level 
of education run against forecasting methodologies will provide statistical proof of 
increased/decreased relationships that can be compared between 1999 and 2011. There is 
a need within public administration for research in the field of city government revenue 
forecasting, specifically focusing on those professional administrators tasked with 
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generating revenue forecasts. This project’s research and findings may assist city 
administrators in choosing an approach that leads to increased forecast accuracy.
 This study will contribute to the existing body of knowledge within public 
administration by building on International City/County Management Association’s 
(ICMA) 1999 Revenue Estimation survey. In the summer of 1999 ICMA mailed Revenue 
Estimation surveys to 1,232 financial officers in cities with populations greater than or 
equal to 25,000 residents. Of that total, 531 financial officers responded for a response 
rate of 43.1%. The Revenue Estimation survey dataset is a rich dataset because it 
captured nearly 50 unique data points of survey responses including descriptive 
demographic information, such as city size and regional locale, and metro status. The 
1999 dataset has been used by several public administration academics including Reddick 
(2004), Pinkowski (2004) and Jung and Kang (2007). The 1999 Revenue Estimation 
survey results will serve as a benchmark, or a snapshot in time, from which a comparison 
can be made.
BODY OF KNOWLEDGE
 To contribute to the academic body of knowledge, this study must first review 
existing literature regarding city government revenue forecasting. The literature review 
found in chapter 2 (Literature Review) is confined to topics relating to revenue 
forecasting: the universally accepted definition, the current state of revenue forecasting, 
revenue forecasting components, phases of revenue forecasts, the techniques and 
methodologies used by forecast originators, forecaster biases, and forecast failures. 
Hypotheses to be tested in this research project can also be found with in chapter 2.
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 This project had two objectives. The first objective is to continue the research 
begun by ICMA in 1999. The second objective is to supplement to the body of 
knowledge established by Forrester (1991), Reddick (2004), Pinkowski (2004), and Jung 
and Kang (2007). Regarding the first objective, continuing research begun by ICMA will 
be accomplished by generating a second, more recent, survey dataset from the same 
target audience from 1999. By partnering with ICMA, ICMA will provide a mailing list 
using the same criteria used to generate the mailing list used in 1999. The criteria used in 
1999 included a status of incorporation and population of 25,000 or greater.
 The second research objective of this project is to contribute to the existing body 
of knowledge regarding those individuals primarily responsible for city level revenue 
forecast generation. This will be accomplished by completing a thorough examination of 
survey results, as well as a comprehensive comparative analysis of two distinct datasets 
serving as two distinct snapshots in time. Additionally, a systematic side-by-side 
comparison of two distinct sets of survey responses will provide insights as to whether 
public administrators have adopted more sophisticated forecasting techniques over the 
past twelve years.
 Chapter 3 (Historical Findings: 1999 Survey Results) will present findings from 
the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey. Metrics for evaluation focus on public 
administrators primarily responsible for the generation of revenue forecasts. Findings 
from chapter 3 will serve to establish a benchmark of core competencies from which a 
comparison will be made against the 2011 survey findings. Chapter 4 (Methodology) 
presents the process by which the 2011 Revenue Estimation survey was developed, 
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prepared and distributed. Similar to chapter 3, chapter 5 (Findings: 2011 Survey Results) 
will present findings of core competencies from the 2011 Revenue Estimation survey 
results.
 Chapter 6 (Findings Compared: 2011 and 1999 Survey Results) will provide a 
comparative analysis of the 1999 and 2011 survey results. Findings of this project’s 
research questions will also be explored in chapter 6. The comparative look provided in 
chapter 6 present statistical findings that no other researcher has had the opportunity to 
present to date. Chapter 7 (Conclusions) presents a summary that includes this project’s 
research questions, survey results and findings that supporting or reject formulated 
hypotheses. Additionally, chapter 7 addresses limitations and offered additional 
opportunities for research.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
 Over the course of the 12 years since ICMA deployed the 1999 Revenue 
Estimation survey, several dynamics have changed in city government revenue forecast 
generation. As discussed earlier, cities have diversified revenue sources primarily by 
becoming more reliant on elastic revenue streams. The result has been increased 
difficulty in creating highly accurate revenue forecasts (McKinney, 2004). Conversely, 
efforts to increase model accuracy have also occurred in the past 12 years. For example, 
numerous technical advances have been made regarding software solutions designed to 
allow end-users access to highly sophisticated statistical and forecasting tools (Cirincione 
et al., 1999; Reddick, 2004). As such, have city government administrators primarily 
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responsible for the development of revenue estimations adopted more sophisticated 
techniques and methods in their approach to revenue estimation and forecasting?
 Three research questions are presented in this project. All three research questions 
explore period over period survey results for variations. Comparing responses from the 
1999 survey to the 2011 survey will provide a clearer understanding of changes occurring 
at city level government regarding revenue forecasting. Although this project compares 
responses to like survey questions, those responding to the questions may be different 
between 1999 and 2011. As a result, a one-to-one relationship to individual respondent 
has not been established for analysis.
 Research question 1: Between1999 and 2011 has the use of causal modeling 
techniques (econometric forecast methods) increased by city employees primarily 
responsible for revenue forecast generation?
 Research question 2: Between 1999 and 2011 has there been an increase in 
perceived difficulty in estimating particular revenue sources by city government revenue 
forecasters?
 Research question 3: Between 1999 and 2011 has there been an increased 
occurrence of education attainment (as measured by degree status) by city employees 
primarily responsible for revenue forecast generation?
SUMMARY
 In recent years city governments have taken steps to diversify their tax base 
becoming more reliant on elastic revenue sources (Cirincione et al., 1999; Kammholz & 
Maher, 2008). Diversification is typically a positive development in a growing economic 
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environment particularly if tax revenue is tied to a growing stream such as sales receipts 
(McKinney, 2004). But, the opposite is true also, increased reliance on elastic revenue 
sources means that in a declining market revenues will decrease proportionately, leading 
to a decrease in tax revenue (McKinney, 2004). It is the volatile nature of elastic revenue 
sources that makes forecasting revenues increasingly difficult (Jung & Kang, 2007; 
McKinney, 2004). As revenue volatility increases so to does the need for increasingly 
accurate forecasts so that revenue shortfalls do not disrupt essential services provided by 
cities (Bland, 2009). 
 In light of this revenue shift, the purpose of this study is to determine if revenue 
forecasting competencies of city employees have become more sophisticated between 
two distinct survey periods, 1999 and 2011. Three research questions will guide this 
project in effort to determine whether respondents from city governments became more 
sophisticated in revenue forecast generation.
 Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature review beginning with an overview 
of revenue forecasting and its importance in the budget process. The chapter will then 
discuss failures of accurate forecasting and resulting outcomes. Lastly, chapter 2 will 
explore differing revenue forecasting models before it concludes with a discussion on 
forecasting techniques.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
 It can be argued that revenue forecasts lay the foundation from which the budget 
process begins. The accuracy of any revenue forecast is critical in determining the outlay 
of resources for the public good (Rodgers & Joyce, 1996; Voorhees, 2002). Budgets are 
agreed upon plans by political actors including public administrators, elected officials, 
lobbyist, special interest groups and citizens. Fiscal budgets provide a roadmap of 
monetary expectations for the coming year, which include revenue inputs and financial 
expenditures. Budgets outline revenues levied through taxes and fees, as well as, 
expenditures through operating departments, capital projects and social programs (Hou, 
2006). The process of creating a budget requires agreement by all interested parties in the 
cycle (Sun, 2005). It is this mutual agreement by interested parties in the budget process 
that provides a degree of fiscal control (Hou, 2006). Fiscal control exerted by a budget 
helps to ensure public resources are used only for their intended purposes, effectively 
curbing corruption and promoting operational efficiencies (Schick, 1966).
 Budgets can be divisive in several ways. Sun (2005) stated that budgets are not 
simply financial documents but public declarations reflecting policies and priorities for a 
government. Schick (1966) argued that a budget is a political tool wielding vast amounts 
of leverage over political foes. Williams found budgets are inherently political and 
particularly open to “discretion” on the expenditure side (2008, p. 346).
 When a budget is used as a tool, political actors exert power in numerous ways to 
influence fiscal outcomes. Mayors, council members, unions, special interests, citizen 
action groups and even professional administrators such as city managers, department 
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directors or comptrollers may attempt to subvert the budget process for their own 
political gain (Jones et al., 1997; Klay & Vonasek, 2008). The organizational structure of 
a city itself may also influence the budget process (Jones et al., 1997). For example, 
strong mayors in a council-mayor structure may effect budget outcomes in ways 
differently than a council-manager organization in which council members have equal 
decision-making authority (Sun, 2005). Research presented by Sun indicates that forecast 
accuracy decreases “when there was a dominant political party or ideology” and no 
external contributions to forecast generation (2005, p. 531).
 Efforts to moderate budget conflicts and political skirmishes that often surround 
budget expenditures (politicians pet project or pork barrel spending) has given rise to 
budgeting or forecasting by committee. Committee or consensus forecasting involves 
group development of a budget or budget forecast. “Consensus budget forecasting 
involves the development of revenue forecasts through the input of information from 
multiple persons and sources from different agencies or organizations that might have 
different perspectives regarding the future of an economy, revenues or costs” (Klay & 
Vonasek, 2008, p. 380). According to Klay and Vonasek (2008) consensus forecasting has 
several benefits, both procedural and statistical.
 Procedurally, the collaborative nature of consensus forecasting requires involved 
parties to compromise in revenue forecast development (Klay & Vonasek, 2008). A 
byproduct of consensus forecasting is compromise, which has political ramifications 
including reduced legislative debate over the merits of competing forecasts effectively 
streamlining development and passage (Klay & Vonasek, 2008). Additionally, consensus 
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forecasting has been found to enhance forecast model accuracy and supports earlier 
research on the topic (Klay & Vonasek, 2008). Klay and Vonasek’s (2008) research on 
consensus forecasting also validates Bretschneider et al. (1989) assertion that a single 
dominate player in the forecast process does not provide better outcomes than does 
forecasting by consensus.
 Revenue forecast generation is critically important to the budget cycle, as such 
revenue forecasting ought to be the starting point of any government’s budget cycle (Sun, 
2005). When executed properly, a city’s revenue forecast sets the level of future spending 
and plays an important role in government budgeting and in the financial management 
process (Sun, 2005). Frank and Gerasimos (1990) indicate sound revenue management 
programs should be an objective for professional public managers. The process of 
generating revenue forecasts has been studied extensively (Bahl & Schroeder, 1984; Jung 
&Kang, 2007; Kammholz & Maher, 2008; Klay & Vonasek, 2008; Pinkowski, 2004; 
Reddick, 2008 and 2004; Sun, 2008 and 2005; Zorn, 1982). In a study conducted by 
Bretschneider and Gorr (1987), they found the vast majority of research regarding 
revenue forecasting focused primarily on the methodological approach taken by those 
that generate revenue forecasts and the procedural process by which the document was 
generated and approved. Another study conducted by Bahl and Schroeder examining 
historical research on the topic of revenue forecasting in local governments found that in 
1978 the state of revenue forecasting was “primitive” (1984, p.120). Twenty-six years 
later, Reddick’s (2004) research confirms the findings from Bahl and Schroeder that city 
government revenue forecasting methodology tends to be unsophisticated.
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 Reddick’s (2004) findings directly influenced the first research question of this 
project; has the use of causal modeling techniques increased between 1999 and 2011? 
Research conducted by Jung and Kang (2007) explored the 1999 Revenue Estimation 
survey results specific to city demographic information looking for statistically 
significant relationships. As cited by Jung and Kang (2007), research conducted by Moon 
(2002), Musso et al (2001) and Waere et al (1999) found that cities with larger 
populations tend to adopt new technologies and exhibit innovation faster than their 
smaller population counterparts due largely to greater staffing levels, technical and 
financial resources.These findings led to the development of research question one’s first 
hypothesis: respondents from cities with large populations (>=250,000) increased their 
use of causal techniques between 1999 and 2011 more than respondents from smaller 
cities. This will be exhibited through increased reliance on deterministic and/or 
econometric forecast methods in cities with larger populations (>= 250,000).
 Research question one’s second hypothesis is not the result of any specific 
findings linking use of more sophisticated forecasting techniques to a specific region, but 
more out of curiosity because it has not been addressed by previous works. Research 
question one’s second hypothesis states that: respondents from cities in ICMA's Northeast 
region increased their use of causal forecasting techniques between 1999 and 2011 more 
than respondents from other regions. To accept this hypothesis period over period 
comparisons of statistical analysis will indicate increased positive correlation 
relationships within the Northeast region.
REVENUE FORECASTING
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 One accepted definition of revenue forecasting at the city level states; that 
revenue forecasting is a set of projections that estimate revenues, many of which predict 
monthly intake so as to more efficiently manage their cash positions (Zorn, 1982). Klein 
(1984) and Makridakis (1996) provide additional emphasis for revenue forecasting by 
indicating that the process of generating forecasts is an integral part of organizational 
decision-making, assisting in laying the foundation for successful operations and should 
be at the center of long-term planning and development. Taken together, these two 
passages establish the vitally important role revenue forecasting plays in the fiscal well-
being of any city.
 Published findings by Sun highlight the interactions between forecast 
stakeholders and their effects on outcomes, both positively and negatively. Sun found that  
“revenue forecasting is a process of interdependent and overlapping streams of decision-
making, which is open and sensitive to the changes in the national, state and/or city 
economic and fiscal conditions, political climate and public preferences, and in which 
different players with different goals and interests compete for limited resources” (2005, 
p. 545). Continuing, “external and internal managerial, political and procedural 
influences have an independent effect on government revenue forecasting” (Sun, 2005, p. 
545). Sun’s findings highlight the fluid nature of not only the influence political reality 
has on the budget forecasts, but also possible effects that macro-economic factors play in 
a budget’s final outcome. Obviously, outside influences play a large role in the ultimate 
performance of budget outcomes, but are their direct ramifications of inaccurate revenue 
forecasts?
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FAILURE OF ACCURATE REVENUE FORECASTING
 The failure to accurately forecast revenues presents itself in one of two ways, as a 
surplus or a deficit. Through the course of a business cycle surpluses and deficits are a 
natural phenomenon that can’t be avoided according to Hou (2006). Compounding the 
problem of the natural business cycle is the political aspect of budgeting. During forecast 
generation greater political and administrative bias is displayed to fail towards to surplus 
categories, as it is easier to explain away surpluses than shortfalls (Sun, 2005). One 
method used by forecast originators in creating surpluses was to underestimate revenue 
receipts (Sun, 2005). Logically, it seems underestimating revenues would be less 
problematic than overestimating revenues, but Bland (2009), Kloha et al. (2005) and 
Zorn (1982) argue that underestimating revenues during a budget cycle manifests as 
reduced public spending, effectively withholding maximum levels of goods or services 
owed to the community.
 Conversely, deficits are a result of overestimating projected revenues. As 
discussed, the recent diversification of revenue sources leading to a greater reliance on 
elastic streams (coupled with the natural ebbs and flows of business cycles) have 
increased the likelihood of deficits in the current economic environment. Deficits and the 
ensuing fiscal stress can be short-term or long-term in duration. Either duration of 
financial stress and the resulting disruption not only impinges on a city’s ability to meet 
its financial obligations, but also brings into question whether a government is 
sufficiently meeting the needs of its community (Kloha et al., 2005). Declining incomes 
from a few specific revenue sources in which adjustments are made quickly, prior to the 
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next budget cycle is one way to mitigate long term impacts to service provisions. Long 
term downturns across many revenue sources or as a result of a more significant macro-
level economic cycles, may potentially be problematic for service delivery over a period 
of several budget cycles. Recovering from an economic downturn that substantially 
negatively effected revenues may require a city to discontinue services until all financial 
obligations are met in accordance with covenants. Theoretically, the length of service 
disruption could be longer than the downturn that triggered the disruption, leading to a 
prolonged lack of service. In 1973 the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations (ACIR) issued a statement to this effect; cities may be meeting all of its 
financial obligations and still not be meeting all of its citizens needs (Kloha et al., 2005).
 Research interest in revenue estimation increased due in part to “governments 
becoming less reliant on property taxes and more on a diversified revenue 
base” (Cirincione et al., 1999, p. 26). An increased reliance on less predictable (more 
elastic) revenue sources leaves less margin for error in predicting revenue because “local 
governments are primarily responsible for providing direct services to citizens, such as 
police, fire, emergency medical services and sanitation collection. In addition, the basic 
infrastructure constructed and maintained by local governments, such as bridges, roads, 
and sewers are, in essence, direct services to those citizens who utilize them” (Kammholz 
& Maher, 2008, p. 283). In the event that revenue forecast projections are erroneous 
resulting in budget deficits, critical direct services provided to citizens may be disrupted.
 When deficits occur several consequences may result, but the primary result is 
reduced spending, which can trigger: “service interruptions to citizens, retrieval of 
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delinquent taxes/fees/fines, tax/rate increases (if legally possible, more than likely fee 
hikes for ‘fee for service’), extension of the budget cycle, interdepartmental re-allocation 
of funds, imposing hiring or spending freezes, delay maintenance or capital expenditures, 
seek voluntary reduction in salaries in order to avoid layoffs” (Bland, 2009, p. 9). Some 
of the consequences listed by Bland (2009) are accounting loopholes possibly employed 
by cities to drag out accounting periods in hopes that revenue sources return to prior 
levels before having to take more severe measures.
 Numerous organizations and committees including ACIR, Brookings Institute, 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), U.S. Department of Treasury, Municipal Finance 
Officers Association (MFOA) and ICMA have independently studied and prepared lists 
or published indicators that identify possible warning signs of fiscal stress (Kloha et al., 
2005). It is the hope of the aforementioned organizations that local government financial 
professionals correct fiscal issues prior to them becoming larger problems (Kloha et al., 
2005). Temporary service disruptions may be the least problematic outcome of incorrect 
revenue forecasting (Kloha et al., 2005). More extreme examples of disruption at the 
local level occurred in California where three cities have declared bankruptcy: Mammoth 
Lake, Stockton and San Bernardino (NBCLosAngels, 2012). It may be unrealistic to 
assign culpability of a city’s ultimate financial collapse on failed revenue forecasts, but it 
does bring to light the severity of long term financial strain that local governments are 
currently under and the importance of accuracy in long range projections (Kloha et al., 
2005).
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 In light of findings that cities have become increasingly reliant on more 
diversified, less predictable, revenue sources and service disruptions are a direct result, 
research question two seeks to address. The second research question of this project is: 
between 1999 and 2011 has there been an increase in perceived difficulty in estimating 
particular revenue sources by city government revenue forecasters? The proposed 
hypotheses for the second research question are; revenue forecasters indicated an 
increased response rate of “Difficult/ Somewhat difficult” in estimating revenue for a.) 
property tax, b.) sales tax and c.) state aid sources between 1999 and 2011. Given the 
current, and historical economic environment, the assumption of this study is that 
forecaster’s perception of difficulty has increased. Accepting these hypotheses requires 
findings indicating ordinal responses of “difficult” and “somewhat difficult” occurred at a 
higher rate in 2011 responses than did ordinal responses of “somewhat easy” and “easy” 
when comparing period over period.
REVENUE FORECASTING MODEL BREAKDOWN
 Deficits are classified into three categories: structural, managerial and cyclical. 
Structural deficits occur when there is a mismatch between revenues and expenditures 
resulting in a lack of received income to cover expenses associated with supplied services 
or goods (Hou, 2006). Hou (2006) attributed the majority of structural deficits to political 
outcomes such as election cycle promises of public services with inadequate revenues to 
cover the increase in expenditure. Resolutions occur in two manners, raise the tax rate or 
lower service levels (Hou, 2006). Like structural deficits, managerial deficits often result 
from poor financial management and inadequate control of expenditures (Hou, 2006). 
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Unlike structural deficits, solutions for managerial deficits include hiring and 
empowering qualified financial managers to oversee the budget process (Hou, 2006). 
Cyclical deficits result from revenue shortfalls due to unforeseen marco-level changes in 
the economic environment such as recession (Hou, 2006). Solutions for cyclical deficits 
are much more difficult to operationalize other than to put responsibility on those that 
generate revenue forecasts to have a greater appreciation for larger economic factors 
(Hou, 2006).
 Research cited by Kloha et al. (2005) examined city governments’ financial stress 
and identified four contributing factors: population and job market shifts, government 
growth, interest group demands and poor management. Of the four factors reviewed by 
Kloha et al. (2005) only one contributing factor mirrors Hou’s factors, poor management. 
Poor management manifests itself as inaccurate estimation procedures, poor budgeting 
practices or inept fiscal managers (Kloha et al., 2005).
 Poor management, specifically inaccurate estimations can be explained 
statistically. For example, revenue forecasters may have selected incorrect model inputs 
(independent variables to explain dependent variable) or included too many variables 
(leading to an inaccurate conclusions of explanatory power or association) (Kloha et al., 
2005). A second example of poor management is association errors, explained as the use 
of too vast of independent variables to explain a dependent variable. Association errors 
typically manifest themselves as, for example, using gross domestic product to explain 
rate increases of city parking meters (Xu et al., 2008). Appreciating association error 
deficits provide insights as to the need for this research. The following section will 
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provide an overview of techniques used to generate forecast models. Model selection can 
mitigate the risk of association error.
REVENUE FORECASTING TECHNIQUES
 Revenue forecasting occurs in three phases (Sun, 2005). The first phase is design, 
which consists of determining the forecast time horizons, frequency of forecast 
preparation and collection of information (Sun, 2005). Time horizon can be broken down 
into four ranges: long horizon (between two and five years out), medium (between two 
and three years out), short (one year or less) and immediate (Sun, 2005). Also included in 
the first phase is refreshing forecasts. Refreshing revenue forecasts is important to the 
process because it allowed for reexamination of models based on new, or revised, data 
points influencing model inputs. Sun (2005) cites findings by Jonas et al (1992) that 
indicates forecast accuracy can be improved by providing more timely information. The 
rate of refreshing a forecast can be done on a reoccurring production cycle or on an ad 
hoc basis. One factor that can determine the refresh rate is the education level of 
forecasters, those with higher levels of education show an increased willingness to re-
forecast revenue models (Sun, 2005).
 The second phase of revenue forecasting is specification. Model specification is 
the process involved with the selection of forecasting techniques (Sun, 2005). In its most 
elemental form, forecasting methodology is either qualitative or quantitative in approach. 
Qualitative models rely on human experience, skills and judgement to make revenue 
estimations (Sun, 2005). Quantitative methods involve extensive use of economic, fiscal 
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and other historical data in a statistical approach such as regression and correlation 
analyses (Sun, 2005).
 Researchers further categorize revenue forecasting techniques into more detailed 
hierarchical classifications. Most researchers agree there are three or four types of model 
classifications used for revenue forecasting. Distinctions between models are based on 
the level of sophistication used in forecast generation. For this project, three model 
classifications will be presented. In ascending order from least sophisticated to most 
sophisticated (least quantitative to most quantitative) modeling approaches are: naïve, 
incremental and causal (Armstrong & Grohman, 1972; Bahl & Schroeder, 1984; Chang, 
1979; Cirincione et al., 1999; Danaher, 1994; Reddick, 2004 and 2008). Each of these 
approaches are discussed at length beginning with naïve techniques.
Naïve Modeling Techniques
 Bahl and Schroeder used the term “judgmental” to describe naïve modeling 
techniques as constituting a “best guess” approach based on observations of past 
performance to serve as an indicator for future results (Bahl & Schroeder, 1984, p. 4). 
Reddick found naïve models had several advantages because of their reliance on input 
from individuals familiar with financial sources (2004, p. 599). Typically, familiarity with 
the data or source inputs by those generating a forecast can positively affect model 
accuracy in short-term forecasting that can, in-part, overcome the lack of advanced 
modeling techniques (Reddick, 2008). Naïve modeling is largely qualitative in approach 
and employed in situations where forecast generators are lacking more advanced 
technical modeling skills (Sun, 2005).
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 There are two competing schools of thought regarding naïve modeling. The first 
states that naïve modeling is the least statistically sophisticated approach towards revenue 
forecast generation, therefore it is the least reliable over longer periods of time without 
expert input throughout the process (Bahl & Schroeder, 2001; Danaher, 1994; Pinkowski, 
2004; Reddick, 2004; Sun, 2005). The second school of thought states naïve modeling is 
just as accurate over the short-term as more sophisticated modeling approaches, given 
model inputs are correct and the forecast generator is very familiar with the revenue 
sources (Cirincione et al., 1999; Downs & Rocke, 1983).
 Although naïve modeling is technically the least sophisticated approach, it has an 
added benefit of typically being the least expensive forecasting approach (Reddick, 
2004). Naïve modeling relies on judgment, or expertise, of the forecast generator to 
increase model accuracy, not costly statistical methodologies. A thorough review of naïve 
modeling techniques assessing forecast accuracy found that there was no one superior 
modeling approach (Cirincione et al., 1999).
Incremental Modeling Techniques
 Incremental modeling techniques use a quantitative approach that relies on 
extrapolated data over time series analyses utilizing mathematical formulas to weigh 
variables from a historical series to predict future values (Reddick, 2004). Incremental 
modeling techniques utilize historical patterns in an attempt to predict future outcomes in 
a single projection. In a steady state, rational behaving environment, incremental 
forecasting could conceivably produce reliable and predictive outcomes. But, outside an 
ideal environment, incremental techniques lack the statistical robustness to accurately 
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identify correlation. More precisely, incremental approaches do not provide statistically 
rigorous explanations of factors influencing the projection series. The lack of 
appreciation for statistical correlation between historical values and explanatory power 
that inexperienced forecasters may misinterpret during model development can lead to 
incorrect associations and thus, greater model inaccuracy. Outputs from forward looking 
forecast models using incremental techniques may be off considerably, particularly with 
more volatile elastic revenue sources such as sales receipt taxes (Reddick, 2004).
 Several volatile revenue sources have been identified by researchers as difficult 
for incremental modeling techniques to accurately project due to the cyclical nature of 
business or sporadic financial events (Reddick, 2004). Reddick (2004) found incremental 
techniques can forecast top-line events such as economic up or downturns, but 
inaccurately forecasted the duration, intensity and the turning point of the cycle. 
Incrementalism’s inability to accurately forecast duration, intensity and turning point can 
be compensated for by increased number of intra-prediction periods. Danaher (1994) 
found simple mathematical processes applied to less sophisticated incremental models 
can improve model accuracy. For example, in practice increasing the number of intra-
prediction periods would take the form of shortening forecast periods and increasing the 
number of projections made to identify the event’s turning point (Reddick, 2004). 
Consistent re-forecasting using incremental techniques in this manner was used as a form 
of planning at the city level (Forrester, 1991).
Causal Modeling Techniques
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 The third revenue forecasting approach utilized by public administration 
professionals is causal modeling. Causal models have been found to be the most 
statistically reliant approach to revenue forecasting (Armstrong & Grohman, 1972; Bahl 
& Schroeder, 1986; Chang, 1979; Cirincione et al., 1999; Danaher, 1994; Reddick, 2004 
and 2008). Causal models have two primary forecasting methods: deterministic and 
econometric (Reddick, 2004). Reddick (2004) found causal modeling has advantages 
over naïve and incremental modeling techniques because of its reliance on rigorous 
statistical and mathematical approaches towards forecast generation. Forecasts can be 
modeled using any number of statistical approaches when looking for increased forecast 
accuracy. Increased model sophistication can be observed in a deeper understanding of 
the interrelationships between model input factors and revenue projections; more 
precisely, the explanatory power independent variables have on the dependent variable 
(Reddick, 2004). A second distinction of causal modeling is how it draws on data points 
beyond those extrapolated as predictor metrics (those metrics that simply look backward 
in time) in hopes of developing a predictive outcome (Reddick, 2004).
 One disadvantage to causal modeling is its expense to develop. Exploring variable 
correlations can be costly in several ways; time to develop, resource constraints and lack 
of political will (Reddick, 2004). Expense of causal modeling is a distinct disadvantage 
regarding practical application, particularly resource constraints. Several researchers have 
examined whether the investment (at the city government level) in taking up the 
challenge of causal revenue forecasting is worth the effort of more accurate outcomes 
(Cirincione et al., 1999; Reddick, 2004). Initial findings provided mixed results when 
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examining the cost-benefit analysis of undertaking the task of causal modeling 
(Cirincione et al., 1999).
 Regarding resource constraints, causal forecasting methods (deterministic and 
econometric approaches) are complex and require specific skills sets. Skill sets required 
for causal forecasting are often taught in higher education course work, including degree 
programs or certificate programs. Frank and McCollough (1992) found advanced degree 
holders were more likely to strive for model accuracy than non-advanced degree holders 
and that there was a high correlation between having an advanced degree and having 
received specific training in forecasting techniques. Reddick (2004) also found a 
correlation between the use of forecasting technique and education attainment. Using 
results of the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey Reddick confirmed Frank and 
McCollough’s findings that, if those responsible for forecast generation had a degree, 
“there is a greater likelihood that he or she will use more advanced techniques” (2004, p. 
609). Assuming Frank and McCollough (1992) and Reddick’s (2004) findings are correct 
that there is a relationship between education and model sophistication, this project set 
out to explore whether or not city employees responsible for forecast generation attained 
higher levels of education period over period. If education attainment did in fact increase 
period over period, the next step implies model sophistication would have increased as 
well. Three hypotheses have been proposed to address this research question. Each 
hypothesis identifies tiers of education into one of three levels: all education levels on 
aggregate, Bachelors’ achievement only and Master’s achievement only. The hypotheses 
state: the relationship between revenue forecaster’s education attainment and forecast 
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model sophistication strengthened between 1999 and 2011 a.) as measured by all degree 
statuses, b.) as measured by Bachelor’s attainment and c.) as measured by Master’s 
attainment.
 Accepting any of these hypotheses requires a period over period increase in 
statistically significant correlation coefficients examining education attainment (all, 
Bachelor’s and Master’s) and the increased use of incremental and causal revenue 
forecast methods.
 Evaluation is the third and final phase in revenue forecasting according to Sun 
(2005). Evaluation is the process of reviewing a forecast either after the period has ended 
or mid forecast. Evaluating a model’s performance is essential in incorporating 
improvements for the next forecast or the current cycle. Evaluation also implies that 
forecasts are being monitored throughout the cycle (Sun, 2005). Monitoring forecasts 
provides administrators an indication as to how projected revenues compare to actual 
revenues. For a forecast to be considered reasonably good it needs to be within five 
percent of actual receipts (Agostini, 1991).
SUMMARY
Chapter 2 provided a thorough literature review of revenue forecasting primarily 
focused on three forecasting methods most commonly studied regarding the public sector. 
Although there are conflicting schools of thought regarding long-term accuracy between 
forecasting methods, this study agrees with Bahl and Schroeder (1984), Danaher (1994), 
Pinkowski (2004), Reddick (2004) and Sun (2005) in that causal models outperform 
naïve forecast models. Increased forecasting accuracy is important to avoid model 
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breakdown which may lead to deficits and ultimately service disruptions as discussed in 
the chapter.
 Chapter 3 provides a review of the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey. The 1999 
Revenue Estimation survey served as the benchmark for this study to determine if 
revenue forecasting competencies of city employees responsible for forecast development 
became more sophisticated between 1999 and 2011. Data published by Jung and Kang 
(2007), Pinkowski (2004) and Reddick (2004) also utilizing the 1999 Revenue Estimation 
survey will be presented.
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CHAPTER 3: HISTORICAL FINDINGS: 1999 SURVEY RESULTS
 The 1999 Revenue Estimation survey is important because it appears to be the 
first nationwide population survey dataset from which researchers can draw conclusions 
regarding those responsible for forecast generation. An extensive search conducted for 
this research project found no datasets pre-dating 1999 addressing this topic. Smaller 
datasets examining city administrators responsible for forecast generation likely exist but 
have not been used or cited in academic articles to date.
 Researchers including Reddick (2008, 2004), Jung and Kang (2007) and 
Pinkowski (2004) published studies based on the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey 
dataset. Some findings reinforce established academic tracks such as: relationships 
between revenue forecast and budget process, and forecasting accuracy (Jung & Kang, 
2007; Reddick, 2008). This dataset also revealed new findings about those responsible for 
forecast generation. Examples of findings from this dataset include, forecast methods 
used by specific demographic breakouts and forecasters’ education attainment (Jung & 
Kang, 2007; Reddick, 2008).
 Two articles of particular interest published in 2004 that used the Revenue 
Estimation dataset were written by Reddick (2004) and Pinkowski (2004). Both articles 
focused primarily on the approach and methods by which local governments used to 
generate revenue forecasts. Reddick (2004) and Pinkowski (2004) provided a thorough 
examination of survey responses involving the mechanics of revenue forecast generation. 
Reddick’s (2004) article provided an expansive review of forecast modeling techniques 
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followed by findings of correlations run against forecasting techniques and organizational 
attributes.
 Jung and Kang (2007) published a study examining demographic characteristics 
also using the 1999 ICMA survey dataset. Key metrics analyzed by Jung and Kang 
(2007) include, those in the organization producing revenue forecasts, level of education 
these individuals attained, and do forecasters on average have a higher percentage of 
advanced degrees.
 This chapter independently explores in detail ICMA’s 1999 Revenue Estimation 
dataset. Chapter 3 consists of eight headings: Response Demographics, Education 
Attainment, Revenue Sources, Forecast Methods, Region Correlations, Population 
Correlations, Perceived Difficulty Correlations and Summary. Chapter 3 concludes with a 
thorough examination of forecasting techniques used.
 Each heading within this chapter provides findings from descriptive or statistical 
analysis of a target dependent variable as explained by independent variable(s). The eight 
headings found in chapter 3 are titled according to the dependent variable examined. 
Each heading’s dependent variable has been analyzed against singular or multiple 
independent variable(s). Independent variables used for analyses were typically 
demographic metrics provided in the ICMA dataset. Examples of these variables include, 
respondents’ job description, city population size and ICMA’s region or metro 
designation. Not all independent variables used for statistical correlations were found in 
the ICMA dataset, some were survey responses to other questions. For example, the 
Perceived Difficulty Correlations heading examines a respondent’s self-reported 
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perceived difficulty of forecasting a revenue source(s) that their city collects. For ease of 
presentation, each heading is further broken down into subheadings. (More succinctly, 
headings are dependent variable and subheadings are independent variables.)
 Each section contained in this chapter examines variables important in addressing 
the research questions for this research study. Variables particularly important in this 
chapter include education attainment, forecast methods and population correlations. 
Chapter 6 will compare findings from chapter 3 (1999 survey period), against findings 
from chapter 5 (2011 survey period) looking for variation between the two periods.
RESPONSE DEMOGRAPHICS
 Response Rates By Job Description
 In 1999 the International City/County Management Association mailed 1,232 
surveys to cities with populations greater than or equal to 25,000 residents. Surveys were 
addressed to financial officers primarily responsible for creating that city's revenue 
forecast. 531 surveys were returned for a 43.1% response rate. Job description by 
response broke down as follows: financial officers (76.2%), budget officers (11.0%), 
analyst/planners (1.7%), city managers (0.6%), and other (10.6%). Overwhelmingly, 
financial officers were the go-to for the vast of majority city governments as reported in 
the 1999 survey. Table 3.1 provides the breakdown.
Table 3.1: 1999 Response Rates By Job Description
Job Description Completed Survey (N) Percent Response (%)
City Manager 3 0.06
Finance Officer 405 76.2
Budget Officer 58 11.0
Analyst/ Planner 9 17.0
Other 56 10.6
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 Response Rates By City Population Size.
 As previously stated, ICMA distributed surveys to cities with populations greater 
than or equal to 25,000 residents. Table 3.2 presents responses by city population 
category as defined by ICMA. Response rates from employees in these cities was not 
lower than 20.0% (populations over 1,000,000) with a maximum response rate of 46.8% 
(100,000-249,000). Respondents from cities with population between 25,000 - 49,000 
made up the largest percent response at 53.8%, which is representative of the total 
number of surveys mailed to that population category at 55.0%. On aggregate, 
respondents from cities with populations less than 100,000 were over represented in the 
dataset comprising 84.0% of all responses.
Table 3.2: 1999 Response Rates: By Population Size   
UPOP Population Cities Mailed N Response Rate (%)
Percent Response 
(%)
0 Over 1,000,000 10 2 20.0 0.4
1 500,000 - 1,000,000 17 4 23.5 0.8
2 250,000 - 499,999 38 14 36.8 2.6
3 100,000 - 249,999 139 65 46.8 12.3
4 50,000 - 99,999 351 160 45.6 30.2
5 25,000 - 49,999 677 285 42.1 53.8
 Total 1232 530 43.0 100.0
 Response Rates By Geographic Region.
 Respondents of the 1999 survey were also categorized by geographic region 
based on where the city resides. Regional designation was determined by ICMA and 
provided in the information exchange in the 1999 dataset. (Appendix D page 2 of 4 
provides detailed classification definitions as designated by ICMA).
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Table 3.3: 1999 Response Rates: By Region
Code Region Mailed N Response Rate (%) Percent Response (%)
1 Northeast 285 78 27.4 23.1
2 North Central 317 130 41.0 25.7
3 South 295 149 50.5 23.9
4 West 335 174 51.9 27.2
 Total 1232 531 43.1 100.0
 As displayed in Table 3.3, response rates were lowest for respondents in the 
Northeast region at 27.4% and highest for respondents in the West region at 51.9%. 
Percent response skewed slightly to West and North Central regions based on the number 
of distribution of surveys mailed.
 Response Rates By Metro Type.
 Table 3.4 presents responses by metro type. Metro type was designated by ICMA 
(see Appendix D). Response rates analyzed by metro type indicate Independents were 
slightly over represented in response rates with 48.3% of responses. Suburban metro 
status made up just under half of all aggregate responses at 49.9% 
Table 3.4: 1999 Response Rates: By Metro Type
Code Metro Mailed N Response Rate (%) Percent Response (%)
1 Central 482 208 43.2 39.2
2 Suburban 630 265 42.1 49.9
3 Independent 120 58 48.3 10.9
 Total 1232 531 43.1 100.0
EDUCATION ATTAINMENT
 Education Attainment By Population Size
 Particular interest was paid to education in this study. This is due in part because 
researchers have presented conflicting findings regarding education attainment as an 
indicator of forecast competency (Reddick, 2004). Survey results from 1999 indicate that 
by percent and aggregate, more cities relied on forecasters with Master’s or other 
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advanced degrees than forecasters only having a Bachelor’s degree. Table 3.5 presents a 
cross tabulation of population groupings against education attainment by those primarily 
responsible for forecast generation. As a general rule, the larger the population of a city, 
the more Master’s or advanced degrees forecasters had as measured by percent response. 
Controlling for null responses, on aggregate less than 1 percent of all respondents do not 
have a Bachelor’s degree or better.
Table 3.5: 1999 Percent Education Attainment: By Population
Population
Cities 
Mailed N
Associates/2 
year degree
Bachelor's 
degree (+)
Master's/ 
advanced 
degree
Doctoral 
degree Don't know
Over 1,000,000 10 2 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 100.0 (2) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
500,000 - 1,000,000 17 4 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 100.0 (4) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
250,000 - 499,999 38 12 0.0 (0) 25.0 (3) 75.0 (9) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
100,000 - 249,999 139 65 0.0 (0) 26.2 (17) 70.8 (46) 3.1 (2) 0.0 (0)
50,000 - 99,999 351 158 0.0 (0) 39.9 (63) 58.9 (93) 0.6 (1) 0.6 (1)
25,000 - 49,999 677 283 1.1 (3) 47.3 (134) 50.2 (142) 1.1 (3) 0.4 (1)
Total 1232 524 0.6 (3) 414 (217) 50.2 (296) 1.2 (6) 0.4 (2)
Notes: N = (x)
 Education Attainment By Geographic Region
 The education by region cross tabulation indicates the response rate from 
employees of cities comprising the West region was highest at 51.3%, followed by the 
South (50.2%), North Central (40.4%) and Northeast (26.3%). Respondents reported the 
West region had more Master’s and Doctoral degrees (61.0%) than any other region 
followed closely by the Northeast (57.3%). Table 3.6 presents all findings from the cross 
tabulation of region and education attainment (null responses are controlled).
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Table 3.6: 1999 Percent Education Attainment: By Region
Region Mailed N
Associates/ 2 
year degree
Bachelor's 
degree (+)
Master's/ 
advanced 
degree
Doctoral 
degree Don't know
Northeast 285 75 0.0 (0) 41.3 (31) 57.3 (43) 0.0 (0) 1.4 (1)
North Central 317 128 0.6 (2) 43.0 (55) 53.9 (69) 0.8 (1) 0.8 (1)
South 295 148 0.0 (0) 43.2 (64) 56.1 (83) 0.7 (1) 0.0 (0)
West 335 172 0.0 (0) 38.9 (67) 58.7 (101) 2.3 (4) 0.0 (0)
Total 1232 523 0.2 (2) 41.5 (217) 56.6 (296) 1.1 (6) 0.4 (2)
Notes: N = (x)
 Education Attainment By Metro Type
 Table 3.7 displays the cross tabulation of education by metro status. Cities in the 
central metro status had more Master’s and Doctoral forecasters than either suburban or 
independent metro type at 62.5%. All three metro statuses had very similar total degree 
responses (Bachelor’s and Master’s) when accounting for null responses.
Table 3.7: 1999 Percent Education Attainment: By Metro
Metro Mailed N
Associates/2 
year degree
Bachelor's 
degree (+)
Master's/ 
advanced 
degree
Doctoral 
degree Don't know
Central 482 205 0.0 (0) 37.6 (77) 60.5 (124) 2.0 (4) 0.0 (0)
Suburban 630 261 1.2 (3) 41.4 (108) 56.3 (147) 0.4 (1) 0.8 (2)
Independent 120 58 0.0 (0) 55.2 (32) 43.1 (25) 1.7 (1) 0.0 (0)
Total 531 524 0.6 (3) 41.4 (217) 56.5 (296) 1.1 (6) 0.4 (2)
Notes: N = (x)
REVENUE SOURCES
 Response Rates By Revenue Source And Population Size
 Question 5 part A-D on the 1999 ICMA survey, asked about city revenue sources. 
Revenue source responses were run against population demographics, which indicated 
property taxes, license fees, user tax and state aid are critical revenue streams. On 
aggregate, 97.6% of respondents indicated their city collected property tax, while 91.7% 
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indicated their city government relied on state aid. Table 3.8 provides a thorough 
breakout of revenue source by population.
Table 3.8: 1999 Percent Response Rates: By Revenue Source and Population Size (%)
Population N Property Sales Utility Income License User Tax Federal Aid State Aid
Over 1,000,000 2 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 50.0
(2) (2) (2) (0) (2) (2) (2) (1)
500,000 - 1,000,000 4 100.0 75.0 50.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(4) (3) (2) (2) (4) (4) (4) (4)
250,000 - 499,999 14 92.9 92.9 92.9 14.3 100.0 100.0 85.7 92.9
(13) (13) (13) (2) (14) (14) (12) (13)
100,000 - 249,999 65 98.5 81.5 58.5 13.8 98.5 98.5 92.3 95.4
(64) (53) (38) (9) (64) (64) (60) (62)
50,000 - 99,999 161 97.5 75.2 52.2 13.0 96.3 96.3 87.0 91.3
(157) (121) (84) (21) (155) (155) (140) (147)
25,000 - 49,999 285 97.5 68.1 52.6 19.6 98.2 95.1 82.5 91.2
(278) (194) (150) (56) (280) (271) (235) (260)
Total 531 97.6 72.7 54.9 16.9 97.8 96.0 85.3 91.7
Notes: N = (x)
 Response Rates By Revenue Source And Geographic Region
 Similar to findings by revenue source, property tax and state aid continued to 
generate the highest response when examined by region (see Table 3.9). All regions rely 
heavily on property tax, license fees and state aid. Sales tax use varied among regions. 
The Northeast was least reliant on sales tax at 22.4%, while the West was most reliant on 
sales tax at 97.1%.
Table 3.9: 1999 Revenue Source: By Region (%)
Region N Property Sales Utility Income License User Tax
Federal 
Aid State Aid
Northeast 78 98.0 22.4 29.5 11.9 100.0 84.6 92.6 97.4
North Central 130 99.2 63.3 26.9 53.4 96.9 95.4 88.7 93.0
South 149 96.6 90.3 61.7 11.5 97.3 94.0 90.8 94.4
West 174 98.8 97.1 47.7 4.1 95.4 96.6 92.2 95.2
 Response Rates By Revenue Source And Metro Type
 Property tax, license fees and state aid outperformed in cross tabulations of 
revenue source by metro type (see Table 3.10). Unlike regional classification, metro type 
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classifications consolidate cities in a way that effectively smooths responses, particularly 
for sales, utility and income revenue sources to within a 10 percent spread. The top five 
revenue sources mirrored each other when comparing region and metro type: property, 
license, state aid, user tax and federal aid (descending order). Excluded from the top five 
most utilized revenue streams is income. These findings supported Chang (1979) and 
Jung and Kang’s (2007) assertions that cities are less reliant on income as a revenue 
stream because of its elastic nature.
Table 3.10: 1999 Revenue Source: By Metro Type (%)
Metro N Property Sales Utility Income License
User 
Tax
Federal 
Aid State Aid
Central 208 98.5 76.6 49.5 19.4 97.1 93.8 92.6 95.5
Suburban 265 97.7 76.1 39.2 19.7 97.0 93.2 86.2 93.3
Independent 58 100.0 83.3 44.8 23.5 96.6 96.6 94.7 98.3
 Perceived Forecast Difficulty by Revenue Source
 Table 3.11 presents the perceived difficulty of forecasting revenue streams. Of the 
top five revenue streams included in the survey, respondents indicated forecasting to be 
somewhat easy and easy (categorical level data) were as follows: property (80.9%), 
license (67.5%), state aid (53.8%), user tax (61.6%) and federal aid (51.0%). Specifically, 
revenue from property tax is relatively stable, and as a result easier to forecast because it 
is influenced by a few large influences such as inflation, transactions of taxable property 
and property reassessment (Chang, 1979). Further more, property tax fluctuations has 
been mitigated by basing estimations on forward valuations and permit issuance (Chang, 
1979). 
 Although local governments have less fiscal flexibility relative to state and federal 
governments, Kammholz and Maher (2008) found local governments have shifted away 
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from more stable revenue sources such as property taxes to a more diversified and elastic 
revenue base making forecasting even more important. In 1990 property taxes accounted 
for 39% of total revenues, by 2004 the number was 27% (Kammholz & Maher, 2008). To 
make up for decreased reliance on stable revenue streams, cities have become more 
dependent on sales tax for example, which has been found to be an extremely elastic 
revenue stream, influenced by micro and macro-economic variables (Chang, 1979; Jung 
& Kang, 2007). Also, reliance on aid (both federal and state) at the city level was 
inconsistent. Intergovernmental aid has been hard to forecast at the city level as revenues 
are realized at the federal or state level and passed through with less consistency to city 
governments (Reddick, 2008). A second effect of aid as presented by Bae and Feiock 
(2004) is the flypaper effect. The flypaper effect states local government expenditures 
will be greater than local residents’ income following lump-sum intergovernmental 
grants, which can have unforeseen impacts on future forecasts.
Table 3.11: 1999 Perceived Difficulty in Revenue Estimation By Revenue Source (%)
Code Tax Difficult Somewhat Difficult Somewhat Easy Easy
A Property 3.3 15.7 43.1 37.8
B Sales 6.3 42.6 44.6 6.5
C Utility 5.7 28.4 55.7 10.3
D Income 10.0 30.0 53.3 6.7
E License 2.0 30.6 54.0 13.5
F User Tax 3.8 34.6 52.9 8.7
G Federal Aid 14.4 34.5 37.2 13.8
H State Aid 10.5 35.7 40.8 13.0
FORECAST METHODS
 The 1999 Revenue Estimation survey contained questions regarding the method 
used to create revenue forecasts. Respondents were asked which, and how many methods 
they employed to forecast different revenue sources. Regarding this research study, 
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survey questions addressing forecast methodology are critically important in determining 
whether or not forecasting competencies became more sophisticated between the two 
survey periods. Descriptive statistics indicate less sophisticated modeling techniques far 
outnumber more sophisticated approaches for both single or multiple method approaches 
towards forecast generation.
 Single Method Forecasting By Revenue Source
 Table 3.12 displays aggregate responses by forecasters using a single method in 
forecast generation. Respondents indicating that they did use an econometric method in 
forecast generation used them predominantly for forecasting sales and income tax 
revenues (6.2% and 5.5% respectively), both of which were reported to be majority easy 
or somewhat easy to forecast (51.1% and 60.0% respectively). Use of expert modeling 
techniques were reported in over 50% for all revenue sources with the exception of sales 
and fees. These results exemplify the notion that less sophisticated modeling techniques 
were used by respondents to the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey.
Table 3.12: 1999 Percent of Forecast Methods Used: By Revenue Source
Method Used Property Sales Income Tax Fees Federal Aid State Aid
Expert 52.6 (278) 39.8 (154) 58.2 (53) 41.0 (213) 51.9 (236) 52.6 (257)
Trend 27.9 (145) 37.7 (146) 40.6 (37) 32.6 (169) 12.1 (55) 21.5 (105)
Deterministic 12.3 (64) 19.1 (74) 13.2 (12) 15.2 (79) 1.8 (8) 4.5 (22)
Econometric 2.3 (12) 6.2 (24) 5.5 (5) 4.4 (23) 1.5 (7) 2.0 (10)
Notes: N = (x)
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Revenue Source
 Combinations of methods were also used by forecasters when generating revenue 
projections. Based on responses in the survey dataset, forecasters indicated multiple 
forecast methods being used to project a revenue source. For example, a respondent 
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indicated on the survey that both expert and trend forecasting methods were used to 
generate the forecast for sales tax. From the response it is not clear if using two methods 
signifies the forecaster ran the methods independently (in parallel) to verify outcomes, or 
if the forecaster utilized mixed modes to develop revenue forecasts. Table 3.13 displays 
results of mixed method approach for four revenue sources. Property and sales tax had 
the highest response rates for mixed method approach. Expert and trend methods 
combined for the largest absolute return for all four revenue sources. All relevant 
combinations of mixed methodology are presented in responses, possibly indicating 
creative thought process by those responsible for forecast generation.
Table 3.13: 1999 Combinations of Methods Used: By Revenue Source
Methods Used Property Sales Income Tax State Aid
Expert and Trend 171 173 42 99
Expert and Deterministic 82 83 15 45
Expert and Econometric 24 47 9 13
Trend and Deterministic 85 115 22 44
Trend and Econometric 22 55 10 15
Deterministic and Econometric 22 39 5 15
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Education Attainment
 Correlation analysis of forecast method used and education attainment revealed 
weak positive relationships between several method combinations. Analyzed with all 
education attainment categories in the correlation, four statistically significant 
relationships appear: expert and trend methods (extremely weak positive relationship 
significant to 0.05, 2-tail), expert and econometric (extremely weak positive relationship 
significant to 0.05, 2-tail), trend and deterministic methods (extremely weak positive 
relationship significant to 0.05, 2-tail), and econometric and deterministic (weak positive 
relationship highly significant to 0.01, 2-tail). Correlations found among expert and trend 
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methods was expected as these two methods are the least statistically sophisticated, nor is 
the correlation among deterministic and econometric methods as these two are the most 
statistically sophisticated approaches. Table 3.14 provides correlation outputs for all 
education attainment and forecast methods used.
Table 3.14: 1999 Education Levels: All
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.096a 0.034 0.092a
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.027 0.439 0.035
N 530 530 530 530
Trend 0.096a 1 0.089a 0.079
Sig (2-tailed) 0.027 -- 0.04 0.068
N 530 530 530 530
Deterministic 0.034 0.089a 1 0.264b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.439 0.04 -- <.0001
N 530 530 530 530
Econometric 0.092a 0.079 0.264b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.035 0.068 <.0001
N 530 530 530 530
MEAN 0.906 0.892 0.532 0.217
STD 0.293 0.310 0.499 0.413
N 530 530 530 530
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Table 3.15 displays correlation results for filtered education attainment of 
Bachelor’s and Bachelor’s Plus degrees. The remainder of education attainment levels 
had been omitted from the analysis. Correlations found at the Bachelor’s and Bachelor’s 
Plus level were expert and econometric (extremely weak positive relationship significant 
to 0.01, 2-tail) and deterministic and econometric (weak positive relationship highly 
significant to 0.05, 2-tail). These findings of increased use of econometric methods 
suggest respondents with Bachelor’s degrees have a greater understanding of more 
sophisticated forecasting techniques.
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Table 3.15: 1999 Education Levels: Bachelor’s and Bachelor’s Plus
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.065 0.067 0.190b
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.344 0.325 0.005
N 217 217 217 217
Trend 0.065 1 0.101 0.146
Sig (2-tailed) 0.344 -- 0.137 0.032
N 217 217 217 217
Deterministic 0.067 0.101 1 0.242b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.325 0.137 -- 0.0003
N 217 217 217 217
Econometric 0.190b 0.146 0.242b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.005 0.032 0.0003 --
N 217 217 217 217
MEAN 0.885 0.862 0.493 0.217
STD 0.320 0.346 0.501 0.413
N 217 217 217 217
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Running the same set of correlations filtered for respondents with a Master’s 
degree indicated only one statistically significant relationship remained. Deterministic 
and econometric methods continued to have weak positive relationship highly significant 
at 0.01, 2-tail test. Respondents with Master’s degrees did not combine more 
sophisticated forecasting approaches with less sophisticated approaches, as found with 
the Bachelor’s group. Correlation relationships between expert methods were all but non-
existent and to a lesser degree trend methods. Using both of the most sophisticated 
modeling techniques is expected among respondents having attained a Master’s Degree. 
These results also confirm Reddick’s (2004) assertions that greater education attainment 
correlates with increased use of more sophisticated modeling techniques. Table 3.16 
displays the remainder of the findings for Master’s level education.
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Table 3.16: 1999 Education Levels: Master's
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.026 0.004 0.002
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.652 0.945 0.975
N 296 296 296 296
Trend 0.026 1 0.085 0.047
Sig (2-tailed) 0.652 -- 0.146 0.423
N 296 296 296
Deterministic 0.004 0.085 1 0.263b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.945 0.146 -- <.0001
N 296 296 296
Econometric 0.002 0.047 0.263b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.975 0.423 <.0001 --
N 296 296 296
MEAN 0.932 0.926 0.557 0.203
STD 0.251 0.263 0.498 0.403
N 296 296 296 296
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Population Size
 Additional correlation results from this analysis include city population category 
and forecasting methods. In total six models were run examining population categories 
against modeling methods. No significant relationships were found between cities with 
populations greater than 250,000 and forecasting methods. In cities with a population 
between 100,000 and 249,999 one moderately weak positive relationship was found 
among deterministic and econometric methods (0.312 at 0.05 level on a 2-tail test, N= 
65). Two significant correlations were found among cities with populations between 
25,000 and 49,999. Specifically, one weak positive relationship was found between 
expert and econometric methods (0.121 at 0.05 level on a 2-tail test, N= 285), and one 
moderately weak, yet highly significant positive relationship was found among 
deterministic and econometric methods (0.327 at 0.01 level on a 2-tail test, N= 285). All 
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three statistically significant correlations included the most sophisticated modeling 
technique, that of econometric methods. This finding is interesting because it is only 
found in cities that are mid to small size, not in lager cities.
 Further, correlation analysis of population and forecast method revealed that, 
when filtered for education (Bachelor’s degree) very few significant relationships existed. 
No statistically significant relationships existed with cities having populations greater 
than 50,000 combined with Bachelor’s degree attainment. Forecasters having a 
Bachelor’s degree and working in cities with populations between 25,000 and 49,999 
displayed two significant relationships. A weak positive relationship among expert and 
econometric methods (0.190 at 0.05 level on a 2-tail test, N= 134) and a moderately 
weak, highly significant positive relationship between deterministic and econometric 
methods (0.311 at 0.0002 on a 2-tail test, N= 134).
 These outputs confirm correlation findings examining education attainment and 
forecast method presented in Table 3.15. Findings were similar for respondents who 
indicated they had Master’s degrees. No statistically significant relationships were found 
for forecasters with a Master’s degree from cities with populations greater than 50,000. A 
moderately weak, highly significant positive relationship among deterministic and 
econometric methods (0.339 at <0.0001 on a 2-tail test, N= 142) was found from 
respondents with populations between 25,000 and 49,999.
REGION CORRELATIONS
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Geographic Region
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 When ICMA region designations were correlated with forecasting models very 
few statistically significant relationships were found. The Northeast region exhibited one 
statistically significant relationship, a moderately positive relationship correlating 
deterministic and econometric methods (correlation coefficient of 0.460, highly 
significant at <.0001 on a 2-tail test, N= 78). The North Central region displayed similar 
findings as the Northeast region, a positive relationship among deterministic and 
econometric methods. The North Central’s correlation was much weaker than that for the 
Northeast relationship, coefficient factor of 0.189 significant at 0.032 on a 2-tail test (N= 
129). The South region joined the Northeast and North Central regions, (having only one 
significant relationship), also among deterministic and econometric methods. Stronger 
than the North Central’s relationship, the South’s weak correlation coefficient was 0.314 
at <.0001 on a 2-tail test (N= 149).
 The West region was the only region with multiple significant correlations. Three 
total relationships were found. Although weak in strength, the two relationships are 
significant to 0.05 level and one to 0.01 level. Of the three West correlations found, 
expert forecasting method accounted for two relationships, one with trend methods and 
the other with econometric methods. The third relationship is the same observed in the 
other regions, deterministic and econometric. Table 3.17 details all the findings for the 
West region.
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Table 3.17: 1999 Region: West
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.163b 0.084 0.194a
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.032 0.269 0.010
N 174 174 174 174
Trend 0.163b 1 0.067 0.030
Sig (2-tailed) 0.032 -- 0.377 0.692
N 174 174 174 174
Deterministic 0.084 0.067 1 0.185b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.269 0.377 -- 0.014
N 174 174 174 174
Econometric 0.194a 0.030 0.185b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.010 0.692 0.014 --
N 174 174 174 174
MEAN 0.891 0.885 0.592 0.236
STD 0.313 0.320 0.493 0.426
N 174 174 174 174
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
POPULATION CORRELATIONS
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Population Size
 Population categories designated by ICMA were further grouped into two 
classifications for the purpose of this research design. In determining whether city size is 
an indicator of using more sophisticated forecasting techniques, population categories 
were collapsed into two groups 25,000 to 249,999 and greater than or equal to 250,000. 
Responses from forecasters in cities with populations between 25,000 and 249,999 
displayed four statistically significant correlations. Three correlations were significant to 
0.05 level and one was highly significant at <.0001. Two of these significant relationships 
include econometric methods, which is counter to hypothesis one of the first research 
question. Table 3.18 presents the correlation output.
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Table 3.18: 1999 Population Categories: 25.0K - 249.9K 
Pearson Correlation
Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.098a 0.037 0.100a
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.026 0.409 0.024
N 510 510 510 510
Trend 0.098a 1 0.093a 0.086
Sig (2-tailed) 0.026 -- 0.035 0.053
N 510 510 510 510
Deterministic 0.037 0.093a 1 0.270b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.409 0.035 -- <.0001
N 510 510 510 510
Econometric 0.100a 0.086 0.270b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.024 0.053 <.0001 --
N 510 510 510 510
MEAN 0.904 0.890 0.525 0.206
STD 0.295 0.313 0.500 0.405
N 510 510 510 510
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Respondents from cities greater than or equal to 250,000 also returned three 
significant relationships. Two of the correlations displayed weak positive relationships 
among expert and deterministic, and econometric and trend methods. The third was a 
highly significant moderately positive relationship among trend and deterministic 
methods. Noticeably absent is a statistically relevant correlation between econometric 
and deterministic modeling methods. Table 3.19 presents all findings.
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Table 3.19: 1999 Population Categories: >=250.0K
Pearson Correlation
Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.187 0.280b 0.049
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.082 0.009 0.654
N 87 87 87 87
Trend 0.187 1 0.414b 0.214a
Sig (2-tailed) 0.082 -- <.0001 0.047
N 87 87 87 87
Deterministic 0.280b 0.414b 1 0.176
Sig (2-tailed) 0.009 <.0001 -- 0.103
N 87 87 87 87
Econometric 0.049 0.214a 0.176 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.654 0.047 0.103 --
N 87 87 87 87
MEAN 0.736 0.851 0.494 0.207
STD 0.444 0.359 0.503 0.407
N 87 87 87 87
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
PERCEIVED DIFFICULTY CORRELATIONS
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Property Tax Revenue Source
 Correlations were run against questions inquiring about the perception of the 
difficulty in forecasting specific revenue sources against respondents actual forecasting 
method used. (Response options for the perception question on the survey were: easy, 
somewhat easy, somewhat difficult and difficult.) Specifically, individual correlations 
were run examining forecast method against property tax, sales tax and state aid. Property  
tax correlations indicate no statistically significant relationship between respondents that 
perceived it as difficult to forecast property taxes and any of the forecasting methods 
used. Respondents who reported it somewhat difficult or somewhat easy to forecast 
property taxes did display a significant relationship between deterministic and 
econometric forecast methods. Somewhat difficult respondents had a moderately strong 
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positive relationship of 0.447 being highly significant at <0.0001 (N= 80). Somewhat 
easy respondents had a weaker positive relationship of 0.270 being highly significant at 
<0.0001 with an N=219. Table 3.20 displays the findings associated with respondents 
who indicated it was easy to forecast property taxes. The only significant correlation 
found was among expert and trend forecasting methods. This may indicate an overly 
simplified approach towards forecasting property tax due to its relative stability. These 
findings support Jung and Kang’s (2007) research that indicated property taxes are less 
sensitive to fluctuations in the economy.
Table 3.20: 1999 Perceived Difficulty: Property Tax- Easy
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.188a -0.027 0.050
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.009 0.706 0.491
N 192 192 192 192
Trend 0.188a 1 0.048 0.062
Sig (2-tailed) 0.009 -- 0.510 0.390
N 192 192 192 192
Deterministic -0.027 0.048 1 0.137
Sig (2-tailed) 0.706 0.510 -- 0.059
N 192 192 192 192
Econometric 0.050 0.062 0.137 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.491 0.390 0.059 --
N 192 192 192 192
MEAN 0.948 0.870 0.542 0.182
STD 0.223 0.337 0.500 0.387
N 192 192 192 192
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Sales Tax Revenue Source
 The perceived difficulty of predicting sales tax returned one significant 
relationship in each response classification with the exception of easy. Within each 
perception classification (difficult, somewhat difficult and somewhat easy) a significant 
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relationship was found between deterministic and econometric forecast methods. Table 
3.21 shows the significant correlation outputs. This suggests that because of the volatile 
nature of sales tax, forecasters are using more sophisticated modeling techniques to 
increase projection accuracy.
Table 3.21: 1999 Perceived Difficulty: Sales Tax
Perceived Difficulty Correlation Coefficient P-value N
Difficult 0.548 0.006 24
Somewhat Difficult 0.170 0.031 163
Somewhat Easy 0.203 0.008 171
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By State Aid Revenue Source
 State aid revealed the fewest significant relationships among revenue source and 
forecasting techniques. No significant relationships were found when respondents 
indicated state aid was difficult or easy to forecast. A weak positive relationship was 
found between deterministic and econometric forecasting methods when respondents 
indicated state aid was somewhat difficult to forecast (0.235 at a highly significant rate of 
0.002 having an N=170). Table 3.22 presents findings from respondents who indicated 
state aid was somewhat easy to forecast. Unlike property taxes, state aid correlations 
found a significant relationship between the two most sophisticated methods, 
deterministic and econometric.
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Table 3.22: 1999 Perceived Difficulty: State Aid- Somewhat Easy
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.134 -0.035 0.063
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.063 0.628 0.381
N 194 194 194 194
Trend 0.134 1 0.090 0.032
Sig (2-tailed) 0.063 -- 0.212 0.659
N 194 194 194 194
Deterministic -0.035 0.090 1 0.375b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.628 0.212 -- <0.0001
N 194 194 194 194
Econometric 0.063 0.032 0.375b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.381 0.659 <0.0001 --
N 194 194 194 194
MEAN 0.907 0.902 0.557 0.253
STD 0.291 0.298 0.498 0.436
N 194 194 194 194
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
SUMMARY
 Chapter 3 presented findings from the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey. Over 
80.0% of respondents worked in cities that had populations less than 100,000 residents. 
Analysis of education attainment by those respondents primarily responsible for revenue 
forecast generation found the West region had the highest percent degree holders. All 
education levels displayed a moderately weak, positive relationship being highly 
significant between econometric and deterministic modeling approaches to forecasting. 
Regarding revenue sources, respondents indicated high use of property tax, licensing and 
state aid. Additional findings from the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey will be presented 
in chapter 6.
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 Chapter 4 discusses the mechanics of this research project including, establishing 
a partnership with ICMA, developing the 2011 Revenue Estimation survey, preparing the 
survey instrument to mail and sending the survey to field.
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY
Revenue forecasting at the local level has been researched regarding outcomes, 
processes and methodologies by Armstrong & Grohman (1972), Chang (1979), 
Cirincione et al. (1999), Sun (2005) and Zorn (1982). Conversely, very little academic 
research can be found pertaining to those public administrators who prepare and maintain 
forecasts. With the exception of four researchers, Jung and Kang (2007), Pinkowski 
(2004) and Reddick (2004 and 2008) little published work can be found focusing on the 
individual responsible for forecast generation. The purpose of this research study is to 
survey those public servants responsible for generating revenue forecasts to determine if 
forecasting competencies became more sophisticated between two distinct survey 
periods. This will be accomplished through the distribution of ICMA’s Revenue 
Estimation population survey utilizing a mail list provided by ICMA that mirrors the 
same criteria from the 1999 survey.
ICMA PARTNERSHIP
 On February 24, 2010 ICMA was approached requesting permission to re-field 
the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey (see Appendix A). By February 26, 2010 ICMA had 
granted preliminary approval to move forward formalizing the partnership with UNLV. 
On April 14, 2010 an agreement had been approved by both parties, signed and 
exchanged for record keeping. Appendix B outlines the agreed upon terms of the 
partnership for this survey project. As a condition of the agreement ICMA provided mail 
label information to be used for survey distribution, city specific survey codes (see 
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Appendix D), mail file template used for the 1999 survey (see Appendix E) and a mail 
label sample.
SURVEY DEVELOPMENT
 ICMA’s 1999 Revenue Estimation survey was largely used in its original form in 
developing the survey for the 2011 release. Two new questions not found on the 1999 
survey were included in the 2011 survey. The new questions appeared as the final two 
questions on the 2011 survey so as not to disrupt the established flow from 1999. The 
survey instrument was created in two formats, paper and electronic. The paper version of 
the survey was accompanied by a cover letter (see Appendix C) and a postage paid return 
envelope. The electronic version of the survey was created and hosted by SurveyMonkey 
(see Appendix H).
SURVEY PREPARATION TO FIELD
 In the Spring semester of 2011 three Master’s of Public Administration (MPA) 
students were assigned to assist final preparations of outbound mailed materials. 
Concurrently with the survey preparation, the electronic version of the survey was being 
tested for release. Functionality testing was conducted by UNLV’s Greenspun College of 
Affairs volunteers and graduate students. Prior to the survey drop, Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) approval was sought (see Appendix F and see Appendix G) and obtained.
SURVEY DROP
 On June 30, 2011 Revenue Estimation surveys dropped to 1,449 cities, as 
identified by ICMA. The survey allowed respondents two methods to complete and 
return the survey, first by filling out and mailing back the paper based survey or second, 
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completing the electronic survey prepared on SurveyMonkey. The preferred return 
method for this survey was via electronic submission through the web on SurveyMonkey. 
 SurveyMonkey was the preferred return method for several reasons. First, 
electronic survey submission reduced the likelihood of data corruption. Data points 
(responses) were collected and coded without human interaction into datasets for easy 
retrieval. Second, electronic survey format increases responsiveness. Electronically 
collected data was visible in near real-time. Real-time access to the data made monitoring 
survey submittals much more user friendly to verify response rates. Security was a third 
reason SurveyMonkey was preferred over paper responses. Conducting the survey 
electronically allowed for the creation of safety measure(s). Measures were included to 
ensure that cities did not erroneously enter responses twice. Each city was assigned a 
unique identifier provided in the introduction letter that could only be entered once into 
SurveyMonkey. For these reasons, the decision was made to input all of the paper based 
surveys received via mail into SurveyMonkey. A second team of graduate students 
assisted in data input of responses.
SUMMARY
 After identifying the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey, it took over a year’s worth 
of work to partner, develop and deploy the 2011 Revenue Estimation survey. The 1999 
survey’s dataset comprised of 531 responses was acquired from ICMA for analysis. In 
total 1,449 2011 Revenue Estimation surveys were mailed, which represented an increase 
of 16.5% versus the 1999 survey. 1,435 valid surveys were assumed delivered after 14 
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were returned refused or undeliverable. 332 completed 2011 surveys were received and 
coded for analysis.
 Chapter 5 (Findings: 2011 Survey Results) reviews similar data points presented 
in chapter 3. Findings from the 2011 survey will be presented in the form of tables and 
descriptive analysis. Findings from the 1999 survey will be compared to the 2011 
findings in chapter 6. Chapter 6 presents comparative findings addressing the research 
questions of this project.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS: 2011 SURVEY RESULTS
 The collection of data in 2011 using the re-fielded Revenue Estimation survey 
was the result of a collaborative effort between UNLV and ICMA. The resulting dataset 
serves as a compliment to ICMA’s 1999 dataset. The two datasets act as distinct 
snapshots in time, allowing for a comparison of like responses. Chapter 5 presents 
findings from the 2011 Revenue Estimation survey. As with chapter 3, findings presented 
within this chapter establish the foundation for forthcoming comparisons in chapter 6. 
Particular attention was paid to variables used to address this project’s research questions 
in attempt to determine if forecasting competencies of those primarily responsible for 
generating city revenue forecasts became more sophisticated between two distinct survey 
periods, 1999 and 2011.
 It should be noted that, although every effort has been made to develop and field a 
survey instrument that will allow for direct comparison to 1999 Revenue Estimation 
survey results, one limitation of this project is the notion that respondents from the same 
city may have changed between the two survey periods. This may have occurred for any 
number of reasons, to no fault of ICMA’s mail list. One explanation for the change may 
have been turnover within the organization. This would be displayed as the CFO from 
1999 leaving and the city backfilling the position. Another way this notion may exhibit 
itself is by another respondent within the city answering the survey, while the original 
respondent remains employed, possibility in a different capacity no longer acting as chief 
financial officer. The last scenario is that, although the original respondent is still 
employed by the city and working in the same capacity, he or she simply did not receive 
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the survey for completion. This is explained by the 135 cities that returned a city for both 
periods, yet only 22 where filled out by individuals in the same job description. Again, 
even though the job title on the mailing list remained the same period over period as 
provided by ICMA, that does not guarantee that the respondent was the same individual. 
This is further complicated by the fact that the survey did not require the participant’s 
name to be returned as a component for the completion of the survey instrument.
RESPONSE DEMOGRAPHICS
 In total, 336 (23.3%) valid surveys were submitted from a possible 1,435 
delivered surveys. 14 total surveys were received as return to sender or undeliverable, 
another four recipients opted out of the survey. 336 responses from a population of 1,435 
equates to a confidence level of 95% with a confidence interval of +/-4.5.
 Response Rates By Population Size
 ICMA provided a mailing list of 1,449 city government financial professionals 
who were primarily responsible for forecast generation. In total, 1,435 valid surveys 
remained in the sample set. Table 5.1 presents all the response rates by population 
category holding for undeliverable or opted out surveys. Response rates categorized by 
city population indicated 500,000 - 1,000,000 had the lowest rate at 19.1% and 250,000 - 
499,999 had the highest rate at 34.4%. Respondents from cities with populations between 
25,000 - 49,999 comprised the largest percent response at 54.5%, which matched that 
categories total number of surveys mailed at 54.4%. Respondents from cities with 
populations less than 100,000 are over represented in the dataset comprising 81.3% of all 
responses.
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Table 5.1: 2011 Response Rates: By Population Size  
Population Mailed N Response Rate (%) Percent Response (%)
Over 1,000,000 8 2 25.0 0.6
500,000 - 1,000,000 21 4 19.1 1.2
250,000 - 499,999 32 11 34.4 3.3
100,000 - 249,999 179 46 25.7 13.7
50,000 - 99,999 414 90 21.7 26.8
25,000 - 49,999 781 183 23.4 54.5
Total 1435 336 23.4 100.0
 Response Rates By Geographic Region
 2011 survey respondents were categorized by geographic region as designated by 
ICMA dependent upon their city of employment. Table 5.2 presents findings based upon 
ICMA’s region designations. The Northeast region is under represented with an 11.5% 
response rate. North Central region is modestly over represented at a 30.0% response 
rate. On aggregate the North Central region had the highest absolutely rate of 111 
respondents, while the Northeast had the fewest at 37. Distribution of mailed surveys 
compared to percent response was fairly uniform across all four regions. The West 
(27.3%) region followed by the North Central (25.8%) region represent 53.1% of all 
responses.
Table 5.2: 2011 Response Rates: By Region
Region Mailed N Response Rate (%) Percent Response (%)
Northeast 322 37 11.5 22.4
North Central 370 111 30.0 25.8
South 351 87 24.8 24.5
West 392 101 25.8 27.3
Total 1435 336 23.4 100.0
 Response Rates By Metro Type
 Table 5.3 shows response rate by ICMA’s metro designation. Responses from 
suburban metro types are over represented, comprising 54.2% of all responses. On 
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aggregate 182 participants from suburban metro types responded. Respondents from 
independent metro types had the highest response rate at 29.3%, yet only comprised 
10.7% of the total percent response.
Table 5.3: 2011 Response Rates: By Metro Type
Metro Mailed N Response Rate (%) Percent Response (%)
Central 493 118 23.9 35.1
Suburban 819 182 22.2 54.2
Independent 123 36 29.3 10.7
Total 1435 336 23.4 100.0
EDUCATION ATTAINMENT
 Education Attainment By Population Size
 Within population breakouts, an education attainment analysis found the majority 
of respondents had a Master’s degree. The lowest response rate for Master’s attainment 
was found in cities with between 25,000 and 49,999, at 55.8%. As responses became 
fewer in cities with larger populations, Master’s attainment increased to above 75.0%. 
Table 5.4 displays the remainder of the findings.
Table 5.4: 2011 Percent Education Attainment: By Population
Population
Cities 
Mailed N
Associates/2 
year degree
Bachelor's 
degree (+)
Master's/ 
advanced 
degree
Doctoral 
degree Don't know
Over 1,000,000 8 1 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 100.0 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
500,000 - 1,000,000 21 4 0.0 (0) 25.0 (1) 75.0 (3) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
250,000 - 499,999 32 11 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 81.8 (9) 18.2 (2) 0.0 (0)
100,000 - 249,999 179 45 0.0 (0) 24.4 (11) 71.1 (32) 2.2 (1) 2.2 (1)
50,000 - 99,999 414 87 1.1 (1) 31.0 (27) 67.8 (59) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
25,000 - 49,999 781 172 0.0 (0) 42.4 (73) 55.8 (96) 1.2 (2) 0.6 (1)
Total 1435 320 0.3 (1) 35.0 (112) 62.5 (200) 1.6 (5) 0.7 (2)
Notes: N = (x)
 Education Attainment By Geographic Region
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 Like education attainment by population categories, attainment by region 
indicated two thirds of all respondents had a Master’s degree. The North Central region 
led all regions with a 74.7% response rate for Master’s degrees. In total response the 
Northeast region underperformed regarding response rate which caused it to be under 
represented in findings, comprising just 11.2% of all responses. Table 5.5 presents the all 
regional findings regarding education attainment.
Table 5.5: 2011 Percent Education Attainment: By Region
Region Mailed N
Associates/2 
year degree
Bachelor's 
degree (+)
Master's/ 
advanced 
degree
Doctoral 
degree Don't know
Northeast 322 36 0.0 (0) 38.9 (14) 55.6 (20) 2.8 (1) 2.8 (1)
North Central 370 105 1.0 (1) 30.5 (32) 70.5 (74) 1.0 (1) 0.0 (0)
South 351 82 0.0 (0) 37.8 (31) 62.2 (51) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
West 392 97 0.0 (0) 36.1 (35) 60.0 (58) 3.1 (3) 1.0 (1)
Total 1435 323 0.3 (1) 34.7 (112) 62.8 (203) 1.5 (5) 0.6 (2)
Notes: N = (x)
 Education Attainment By Metro Type
 Metro type analysis indicated Central cities were slightly under represented with a 
response rate of 54.8% compared to 64.1% (Suburban) and 65.5% (Independent). 
Respondents indicating they have attained a Master’s degree was highest with Central 
cites (70.0%) followed by Suburban (66.5%) and Independent (50.0%). All findings from 
the cross tabulation analysis between region and education attainment is presented in 
Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: 2011 Percent Education Attainment: By Metro Type
Region Mailed N
Associates/2 
year degree
Bachelor's 
degree (+)
Master's/ 
advanced 
degree
Doctoral 
degree Don't know
Central 208 114 0.0 (0) 30.9 (34) 70.0 (77) 2.7 (3) 0.0 (0)
Suburban 265 170 0.6 (1) 38.0 (60) 66.5 (105) 1.3 (2) 1.3 (2)
Independent 58 36 0.0 (0) 50.0 (18) 50.0 (18) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)
Total 531 320 0.3 (1) 36.8 (112) 65.8 (200) 1.6 (5) 0.7 (2)
Notes: N = (x)
REVENUE SOURCES
 Response Rates By Revenue Source And Population Size
 Cities generated revenue from numerous sources in 2011. As reported, city 
governments across all population sizes assess property taxes (93.5%), received state aid 
(81.8%) and collected license fees (76.5%). Respondents from cities with populations 
greater than 500,000 reported to not collect income tax revenue, as opposed to 
respondents from cities with fewer than 500,000 which reported collecting income 
revenue at just under 20.0% in total. In general, cities with populations under 500,000 
reported a more diversified approach to revenue collection. Table 5.7 provides all 
findings.
Table 5.7: 2011 Percent Revenue Source: By Population Size
Population N Property Sales Utility Income License
User 
Tax
Federal 
Aid State Aid
Over 1,000,000 2 50.0 50.0 50.0 0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
(1) (1) (1) (0) (1) (1) (1) (1)
500,000 - 1,000,000 4 100.0 75.0 0.0 0 75.0 75.0 75.0 100.0
(4) (3) (3) (0) (3) (3) (3) (4)
250,000 - 499,999 11 100.0 90.9 81.8 27.3 72.7 81.8 81.8 100.0
(11) (10) (9) (3) (8) (9) (9) (10)
100,000 - 249,999 46 95.7 82.6 58.7 8.7 69.6 69.6 73.9 73.9
(44) (38) (27) (4) (32) (32) (34) (34)
50,000 - 99,999 90 95.6 68.9 61.1 18.9 81.1 65.6 86.7 86.7
(86) (62) (55) (17) (73) (59) (78) (78)
25,000 - 49,999 183 91.8 61.7 55.2 21.9 77.0 61.2 10.0 80.9
(168) (113) (101) (40) (141) (112) (129) (148)
Total 336 93.5 67.6 58.3 19.0 76.5 64.3 75.6 81.8
Notes: N = (x)
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 Response Rates By Revenue Source And Geographic Region
 Table 5.8 presents a cross tabulation of revenue source by region. Northeast 
region (represented just 11.0% of aggregate responses) city governments relied heavily 
on property tax and state aid revenues. The North Central region displayed the most 
evenly distributed reliance across all revenue streams.
Table 5.8: 2011 Revenue Source: By Region (%)
Region N Property Sales Utility Income License User
Federal 
Aid
State 
Aid
Northeast 37 100.0 8.1 13.5 5.4 51.4 45.9 48.6 86.5
North Central 111 85.6 44.1 45.9 33.3 61.3 54.1 58.6 64.9
South 87 86.2 79.3 62.1 20.7 63.2 48.3 60.9 65.5
West 101 90.1 81.2 49.5 13.9 80.2 57.4 76.2 72.3
 Response Rates By Revenue Source And Metro Type
 Similarly to regional breakouts, Metro type displayed a heavy reliance on 
property tax and state aid transfers. 97.2% of respondents from Independent cities 
indicated collecting property taxes followed closely by license fees and 
intergovernmental aid (federal and state). Suburban metro type reported the lowest 
response rates of all revenue sources tracked. Table 5.9 has all the findings for metro 
type.
Table 5.9: 2011 Revenue Source: By Metro Type (%)
Metro N Property Sales Utility Income License User
Federal 
Aid
State 
Aid
Central 118 93.2 67.8 53.4 5.9 64.4 55.1 68.6 78.8
Suburban 182 84.1 50.5 42.9 0 62.6 49.5 54.9 59.9
Independent 36 97.2 69.4 52.8 0 94.4 61.1 88.9 88.9
 Perceived Forecast Difficulty by Revenue Source 
 Table 5.10 displays response rates of forecasters indicating the perceived 
difficulty of generating estimations by revenue source, property tax the highest at 69.5% 
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followed by license fees (58.2%) as the easiest revenue sources to estimate (combined 
response to somewhat easy and easy). Income tax (17.1%) was identified as the least easy 
revenue source to forecast.
Table 5.10: 2011 Perceived Difficulty in Revenue Estimation (%)
Code Tax Difficult Somewhat Difficult Somewhat Easy Easy
A Property 3.5 27.0 46.0 23.5
B Sales 10.6 36.0 22.5 3.2
C Utility 2.9 23.8 27.7 7.4
D Income 4.2 12.9 4.2 0.6
E License 1.3 22.5 50.2 8.0
F User 17.7 58.5 21.5 4.8
G Federal Aid 14.8 35.7 23.8 5.8
H State Aid 13.8 40.2 30.2 6.1
 Single Method Forecasting By Revenue Source
 Table 5.11 displays the results from a cross tabulation examining forecast method 
and revenue source. With the exception of fees revenue source, expert methodology was 
overwhelmingly used in forecast generation. In descending order of use following expert 
was trend, deterministic and econometric across all revenue sources surveyed.
Table 5.11: 2011 Percent of Forecast Methods Used: By Revenue Source
Methods Used Property Sales Income Tax Fees Federal Aid State Aid
Expert 51.8 (174) 26.5 (89) 11.0 (37) 13.1 (44) 37.5 (126) 43.5 (146)
Trend 20.2 (68) 21.1 (71) 7.7 (26) 25.6 (86) 7.7 (26) 12.2 (41)
Deterministic 11.9 (40) 13.7 (46) 3.0 (10) 13.1 (44) 3.0 (10) 4.5 (15)
Econometric 6.0 (20) 5.7 (19) 0.9 (3) 4.2 (14) 1.8 (6) 2.4 (8)
Notes: N = (x)
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Revenue Source
 Reported use of two methods in forecasting appears in Table 5.12. All six distinct 
combinations of methods appear as responses. Heavy reliance on less sophisticated 
approaches is evident by response patterns. All combinations with econometric 
techniques make up the lowest response groups when compared to the remainder of 
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forecasting combinations.
Table 5.12: 2011 Combinations of Methods Used: By Revenue Source
Methods Used Property Sales Income Tax State Aid
Expert and Trend 106 113 26 46
Expert and Deterministic 62 60 14 27
Expert and Econometric 29 27 3 10
Trend and Deterministic 58 68 21 29
Trend and Econometric 28 34 5 11
Deterministic and Econometric 27 29 6 12
FORECAST METHODS
 As stated in chapter 3, survey data addressing forecast methodology are critically 
important in determining whether or not forecasting competencies became more 
statistically sophisticated in approach between 1999 and 2011. For purposes of this 
research study it has been proposed that respondents with higher education attainment, or 
from cities with larger populations or located in the Northeastern region use more 
sophisticated modeling techniques. Positive findings of this assertion will result in an 
increased use of causal forecasting methods among more educated forecasters, or found 
in cities with larger populations or in the Northeast region.
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Education Attainment
 Findings from correlation analyses run against forecast method and education 
attainment (all) found five statistically significant positive relationships. All five 
relationships appear in Table 5.13. The expert and trend relationship is the strongest 
positive relationship of the five with a moderately positive relationship at a highly 
significant P-value (<.0001 on a 2-tail test, N= 336). A moderately weak positive 
relationship exists between the most sophisticated modeling techniques of econometric 
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and deterministic. This finding indicates at all education attainment advanced forecasting 
techniques are utilized, as reported by respondents.
Table 5.13: 2011 Education Levels: All
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.334b 0.249b 0.029
Sig (2-tailed) -- <.0001 <.0001 0.599
N 336 336 336 336
Trend 0.334b 1 0.318b 0.170b
Sig (2-tailed) <.0001 -- <.0001 0.002
N 336 336 336 336
Deterministic 0.249b 0.318b 1 0.308b
Sig (2-tailed) <.0001 <.0001 -- <.0001
N 336 336 336 336
Econometric 0.029 0.170b 0.308b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.599 0.002 <.0001 --
N 336 336 336 336
MEAN 0.804 0.875 0.539 0.205
STD 0.398 0.331 0.499 0.405
N 336 336 336 336
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Correlations run against forecast methods and education filtered for just those 
respondents having attained a Bachelor’s degree, indicate three significant relationships. 
Of those three significant relationships the trend and deterministic relationship had the 
strongest correlation coefficient at 0.366. The deterministic and econometric relationship 
was also found to be significant at 0.270 with a P-value of 0.004. Table 5.14 displays the 
remainder of the correlations examining forecast methods and Bachelor’s degree 
attainment.
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Table 5.14: 2011 Education Levels: Bachelor’s and Bachelor’s Plus
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.243b 0.152 -0.149
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.010 0.111 0.119
N 112 112 112 112
Trend 0.243b 1 0.366b 0.125
Sig (2-tailed) 0.010 -- <.0001 0.19
N 112 112 112 112
Deterministic 0.152 0.366b 1 0.270b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.111 <.0001 -- 0.004
N 112 112 112 112
Econometric -0.149 0.125 0.270b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.119 0.190 0.004 --
N 112 112 112 112
MEAN 0.813 0.848 0.491 0.170
STD 0.392 0.360 0.502 0.377
N 112 112 112 112
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Correlations run against forecast method and education filtered for respondents 
who had attained a Master’s degree found two significant positive relationships. 
Deterministic and econometric had a moderately strong positive relationship that was 
highly significant. All three education categories displayed statistically significant 
relationships with econometric forecasting techniques, although the strongest relationship 
was with all education levels at 0.308 compared to just 0.291 with filtered for only those 
respondents with a Master’s degree. Table 5.15 displays all findings.
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Table 5.15: 2011 Education Levels: Master's
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 -0.024 0.167a 0.020
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.740 0.018 0.776
N 200 200 200 200
Trend -0.024 1 0.116 0.115
Sig (2-tailed) 0.740 -- 0.103 0.104
N 200 200 200 200
Deterministic 0.167a 0.116 1 0.291b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.018 0.103 -- <.0001
N 200 200 200 200
Econometric 0.020 0.115 0.291b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.776 0.104 <.0001 --
N 200 200 200 200
MEAN 0.850 0.955 0.595 0.22
STD 0.358 0.208 0.492 0.415
N 200 200 200 200
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
REGION CORRELATIONS
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Geographic Region
 Correlations run against region and forecast method of responses from the 2011 
survey revealed three of the four regions displayed significant relationships. The 
Northeast region had no statistically significant relationships. The North Central region 
was found to have four significant relationships, the strongest of which was the expert 
and trend methods (0.430) followed by deterministic and econometric (0.356) 
combinations. Deterministic forecasting methods have a significant positive relationship 
with all other forecasting methods. Table 5.16 presents findings from the North Central 
region. The South region had two positive, statistically significant relationships (Table 
5.17 provides all findings for the South region). Like the North Central region, the West 
region has the same four significant relationships, those of all possible deterministic 
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combinations along with expert and trend methods. West region’s correlation findings 
appear in Table 5.18.
Table 5.16: 2011 Region: North Central
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.430b 0.319b 0.016
Sig (2-tailed) -- <.0001 0.001 0.868
N 111 111 111 111
Trend 0.430b 1 0.240b 0.166
Sig (2-tailed) <.0001 -- 0.011 0.083
N 111 111 111 111
Deterministic 0.319b 0.240b 1 0.356b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.001 0.011 -- <.0001
N 111 111 111 111
Econometric 0.016 0.166 0.356b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.868 0.083 <.0001 --
N 111 111 111 111
MEAN 0.829 0.883 0.559 0.171
STD 0.378 0.323 0.499 0.378
N 111 111 111 111
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
Table 5.17: 2011 Region: South
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.187 0.280b 0.049
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.082 0.009 0.654
N 87 87 87 87
Trend 0.187 1 0.414b 0.214a
Sig (2-tailed) 0.082 -- <.0001 0.047
N 87 87 87 87
Deterministic 0.280b 0.414b 1 0.176
Sig (2-tailed) 0.009 <.0001 -- 0.103
N 87 87 87 87
Econometric 0.049 0.214a 0.176 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.654 0.047 0.103 --
N 87 87 87 87
MEAN 0.736 0.851 0.494 0.207
STD 0.444 0.359 0.503 0.407
N 87 87 87 87
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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Table 5.18: 2011 Region: West
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.471b 0.221a 0.074
Sig (2-tailed) -- <.0001 0.026 0.462
N 101 101 101 101
Trend 0.471b 1 0.334b 0.190
Sig (2-tailed) <.0001 -- 0.001 0.057
N 101 101 101 101
Deterministic 0.221a 0.334b 1 0.381b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.026 0.001 -- <.0001
N 101 101 101 101
Econometric 0.074 0.190 0.381b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.462 0.057 <.0001 --
N 101 101 101 101
MEAN 0.832 0.901 0.594 0.248
STD 0.376 0.300 0.494 0.434
N 101 101 101 101
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
POPULATION CORRELATIONS
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Population Size
 Population categories are also examined in this study. As with the 1999 analysis, 
ICMA population categories were further refined by combining groups into two 
populations between; between 25,000 - 249,999 and greater than or equal to 250,000. 
Five statistically significant relationships were found. Deterministic methods were found 
to have significant relationships with all other forecasting methods, with econometric 
being highest correlated at 0.327. Be it that these are the smaller cities in the survey, the 
results reporting that the strongest relationship is found in the most sophisticated 
modeling techniques is an important finding. Table 5.19 presents all findings.
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Table 5.19: 2011 Population Categories: 25.0K - 249.9K 
Pearson Correlation
Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.322b 0.237b 0.025
Sig (2-tailed) -- <.0001 <.0001 0.661
N 319 319 319 319
Trend 0.322b 1 0.316b 0.163b
Sig (2-tailed) <.0001 -- <.0001 0.004
N 319 319 319 319
Deterministic 0.237b 0.316b 1 0.327a
Sig (2-tailed) <.0001 <.0001 -- <.0001
N 319 319 319 319
Econometric 0.025 0.163b 0.327a 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.661 0.004 <.0001 --
N 319 319 319 319
MEAN 0.799 0.871 0.533 0.191
STD 0.401 0.335 0.500 0.394
N 319 319 319 319
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Respondents from cities with populations greater than or equal to 250,000 were 
found to have two significant relationships. Both relationships included the less 
sophisticated method of expert forecasting methods. As opposed to smaller cities using 
more advanced forecast methods, the larger cities seemingly underperform from a 
modeling technique perspective, the expert and trend methods relationship had the 
strongest correlation coefficient at 0.685 with a highly significant P-value of 0.002. Table 
5.20 presents all findings from the population group greater than or equal to 250,000. 
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Table 5.20: 2011 Population Categories: >= 250.0K
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.685b 0.494a -0.022
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.002 0.044 0.935
N 17 17 17 17
Trend 0.685b 1 0.339 0.236
Sig (2-tailed) 0.002 -- 0.184 0.362
N 17 17 17 17
Deterministic 0.494a 0.339 1 -0.044
Sig (2-tailed) 0.044 0.184 -- 0.868
N 17 17 17 17
Econometric -0.022 0.236 -0.044 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.935 0.362 0.868 --
N 17 17 17 17
MEAN 0.882 0.941 0.647 0.471
STD 0.332 0.243 0.493 0.514
N 17 17 17 17
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
PERCEIVED DIFFICULTY CORRELATIONS
 Multiple Methods Forecasting By Perceived Difficulty And Revenue Source
 Examining the correlation outputs between perception of difficulty and 
forecasting revenue sources against forecast methods used, indicate two statistically 
significant relationships exist. Both relationships include deterministic methods, one with 
trend and the other with econometric methods when forecasting property taxes, sales tax 
and state aid. Specifically, when respondents forecast either property taxes, sales tax and/
or state aid, and they also indicated it was perceived to be a somewhat difficult revenue 
source to forecast. Tables 5.21, 5.22, 5.23 provide correlation results for survey responses 
to forecasters perception of somewhat difficult in projecting property tax, sales tax and 
state aid (respectively).
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Table 5.21: 2011 Perceived Difficulty: Property Tax- Somewhat Difficult
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.104 0.149 0.007
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.217 0.076 0.937
N 143 143 143 143
Trend 0.104 1 0.284b 0.081
Sig (2-tailed) 0.217 -- 0.001 0.334
N 143 143 143 143
Deterministic 0.149 0.284b 1 0.283b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.076 0.001 -- 0.001
N 143 143 143 143
Econometric 0.007 0.081 0.283b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.937 0.334 0.001 --
N 143 143 143 143
MEAN 0.839 0.930 0.517 0.224
STD 0.369 0.256 0.501 0.418
N 143 143 143 143
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
Table 5.22: 2011 Perceived Difficulty: Sales Tax- Somewhat Difficult
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.220a 0.137 -0.028
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.020 0.149 0.769
N 112 112 112 112
Trend 0.220a 1 0.209a 0.137
Sig (2-tailed) 0.020 -- 0.027 0.149
N 112 112 112 112
Deterministic 0.137 0.209a 1 0.305b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.149 0.027 -- 0.001
N 112 112 112 112
Econometric -0.028 0.137 0.305b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.769 0.149 0.001 --
N 112 112 112 112
MEAN 0.839 0.946 0.598 0.250
STD 0.369 0.226 0.492 0.435
N 112 112 112 112
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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Table 5.23: 2011 Perceived Difficulty: State Aid- Somewhat Difficult
Pearson Correlation
 Expert Trend Deterministic Econometric
Expert 1 0.097 0.235a 0.048
Sig (2-tailed) -- 0.313 0.013 0.620
N 111 111 111 111
Trend 0.097 1 0.214a 0.097
Sig (2-tailed) 0.313 -- 0.024 0.312
N 111 111 111 111
Deterministic 0.235a 0.214a 1 0.325b
Sig (2-tailed) 0.013 0.024 -- 0.001
N 111 111 111 111
Econometric 0.048 0.097 0.325b 1
Sig (2-tailed) 0.620 0.312 0.001 --
N 111 111 111 111
MEAN 0.865 0.973 0.622 0.252
STD 0.343 0.163 0.487 0.436
N 111 111 111 111
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Two predominate relationships arose when correlation analyses were run using 
revenue source and forecast method when filtering on somewhat difficult to forecast. 
Weak to moderately weak relationships were found among deterministic forecast 
methods when combined with trend techniques, but more importantly with econometric 
methods. With all three revenue sources (property tax, sales tax and state aid) filtered on 
a perception of somewhat difficult, the most sophisticated combination of techniques 
appeared as a significant relationship possibly indicating the value placed on accuracy 
when respondents perceive revenue as somewhat difficult to forecast. Table 5.24 displays 
detailed summary findings. Conversely, deterministic and econometric methods were also 
used when the perceived difficulty was easy to somewhat easy.
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Table 5.24: 2011 Perceived Difficulty: Property and Sales Tax
Revenue Source Perceived Difficulty Relationship
Correlation 
Coefficient P-value N
Property Tax Easy Deterministic and Econometric 0.278 0.017 73
Sales Tax Somewhat Easy Trend and Deterministic 0.330 0.005 70
Sales Tax Somewhat Easy Deterministic and Econometric 0.026 0.027 70
SUMMARY
 Chapter 5 presented findings from the 2011 Revenue Estimation survey. Over 
81.0% of respondents of the survey worked for cities with fewer than 100,000 residents. 
The West region had the highest percent response followed closely by the North Central 
region. The North Central region indicated the highest percentage education attainment of 
respondents followed by the West region. Revenue sources with the highest response rate 
came primarily from property tax, state aid and federal aid. Across all education levels, 
correlation analysis showed an increased number of statistically significant relationships 
with econometric and deterministic relationship being the strongest and most robust.
 Chapter 6 provides an overview of findings from the 1999 and 2011 surveys 
pertinent to addressing this research design’s research questions. Comparative analytics 
will be presented to validate hypotheses set forth in this research study to determine if 
revenue forecasting competencies of cities have become more sophisticated between two 
distinct survey periods.
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CHAPTER 6: FINDINGS COMPARED: 2011 AND 1999 SURVEY RESULTS
 Chapter 6 will present findings comparing metrics presented in chapters 3 and 5. 
As with each findings chapter (1999 survey results and 2011 survey results), this chapter 
explores data pertinent to answering the three research questions proposed by this project. 
In the same step-wise process exhibited in previous chapters, this chapter is structured by 
clearly stating each research questions. Each section will be further broken into 
subsection by each research question’s hypotheses for additional clarification.
MODEL SOPHISTICATION
 For purposes of presenting summary findings, this research project developed a 
hierarchy of forecast methodologies. The proposed hierarchy was created to serve as only 
a reference for comparing different combinations of forecast relationships created by 
correlation outputs. The hierarchy applies a numeric value to each forecast method with 
econometric forecast methodologies designated the highest (value = 4) and expert 
forecast methodologies designated the lowest (value = 1). As a result of the calculation 
the higher a composite score the more sophisticated the modeling approach. 
 This scale is not intended to replace or supersede findings generated using 
statistical analysis. For example, this scale is not intended to imply that a moderately 
strong positive correlation coefficient with a highly significant P-value found between 
expert and trend methods supersedes a weak positive relationship with a significant P-
value found between deterministic and econometric methods. The model only serves to 
disseminate forecast model sophistication.
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 Figure 6.1 presents all forecast combinations (sort descending on Composite 
Score). A premise of this research design, as supported by other researchers, states the 
more statistically sophisticated a forecast model is (causal approaches including 
deterministic and econometric methods) the more accurate its outcome will be 
(Armstrong & Grohman, 1972; Bahl & Schroeder, 1986; Chang, 1979; Cirincione et al., 
1999; Danaher, 1994; Reddick, 2004 and 2008).
Figure 6.1: Model Sophistication by Forecast Method
Forecast Method(s) Model Technique Research Method Composite Score
Econometric Causal Most Quantitative 4.0
Deterministic/ Econometric Incremental/ Causal 3.5
Deterministic Incremental 3.0
Trend/ Econometric Incremental/ Causal 3.0
Trend/ Deterministic Incremental 2.5
Expert/ Econometric Naïve/ Causal 2.5
Trend Incremental 2.0
Expert/ Deterministic Naïve/ Incremental 2.0
Expert/ Trend Naïve/ Incremental 1.5
Expert Naïve Most Qualitative 1.0
Notes: Composite Score: Econometric value=4, Deterministic value=3, Trend value=2, Expert value=1
RESEARCH QUESTION 1- POPULATION SIZE
 Research question 1: between 1999 and 2011 has the use of causal modeling 
techniques (econometric forecast methods) increased by city employees primarily 
responsible for revenue forecast generation? Two hypotheses have been proposed for this 
question. The first hypothesis states that respondents from cities with large populations 
(>=250,000) increased their use of causal techniques between 1999 and 2011 more than 
respondents from smaller cities. This will be exhibited through increased reliance on 
deterministic and/or econometric forecast methods in cities with larger populations (>= 
250,000).
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 The second hypothesis proposes forecasters from cities in the Northeastern region 
(as defined by ICMA) did become more sophisticated in forecasting techniques 
(increased use of causal techniques) between 1999 and 2011. Acceptance of these 
hypotheses required findings that statistically prove cities with larger populations or cities 
located within ICMA’s Northeastern region realized a higher occurrence of statistically 
significant Pearson correlation coefficients of causal forecasting techniques compared to 
1999.
 Validation of these hypotheses require examination of two distinct metrics: city 
size and ICMA’s region designation. Do finding support the assertion that cities with 
larger populations or in the Northeast region increased use of causal modeling techniques 
between 1999 and 2011?
 Hypothesis 1:  Population Size Greater Than or Equal to 250,000
 The 1999 survey dataset has a total of 20 responses (48.8% response rate) from 
forecasters that work in cities with greater than or equal to 250,000 residents (see Table 
3.1). The 2011 survey dataset contains 17 respondents (27.9% response rate) who work in 
cities with populations greater than or equal to 250,000 (see Table 5.1). Table 6.1 displays 
the change in response between 1999 and 2011.
Table 6.1: Variation in Response Rate: Population >=250K
Survey Period Mailed N Response Rate (%)
1999 41 20 48.8
2011 61 17 27.9
Var 20 -3 -15.0
 Three statistically relevant relationships appear among the 20 forecasters in the 
1999 dataset when correlations were run against forecast methods. All three relevant 
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relationships are comprised of deterministic forecast methods. The most correlated of 
these relationships was trend methods. Trend methods correlated moderately strong with 
deterministic methods (coefficient of 0.414 with a P-value of <.0001) on 87 observations 
(see Table 3.18). The least correlated relationship was with econometric methods, those 
being the most sophisticated forecasting methods.
 2011 responses using the same query criteria displayed an erosion of forecasting 
relationships compared to 1999. Two significant relationships were found using Pearson 
Correlation. Expert forecasting methods formed both relationships, the first with trend 
forecast methods and the second with deterministic methods (see Table 5.20).
 Table 6.2 clearly displays the net loss of modeling sophistication that occurred 
between 1999 and 2011. Although neither period reported a significant relationship 
between deterministic and econometric methods, two substantial loses were realized 
period over period. Trend methods lost significant correlation with both econometric and 
deterministic methods between 1999 and 2011. Composite scoring for both of those 
models indicate they were moderately sophisticated approaches at 3.0 and 2.5 
respectively. The gain for relationship between less sophisticated methods of expert and 
trend methods (composite score of 1.5) in 2011 does not offset the losses from 1999. 
Table 6.2 displays a side-by-side comparison between all relationships found in the 
correlation analyses.
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Table 6.2: Method Variation: Population >=250K
Methods 2011 1999 Var Var (%)
Expert/ Trend 0.685b 0.187 0.498 266.3
Expert/ Deterministic 0.494a 0.280b 0.214 76.4
Expert/ Econometric -0.022 0.049 -0.071 -144.9
Trend/ Deterministic 0.339 0.414b -0.075 -18.1
Trend/ Econometric 0.236 0.214a 0.022 10.3
Deterministic/ Econometric -0.044 0.176 -0.132 -75.0
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Hypothesis 1:  Population Size Between 25,000 and 249,999
 Revised query criteria filtering on cities with populations between 25,000 and 
249,999 returned results of reduced overall response rates from 43.7% in 1999 to 23.2% 
in 2011 for a net decrease in responses of 191 (-37.5%) (see Table 6.3).
Table 6.3: Variation in Response Rate: Population 25.0K - 249.9K
Survey Period Mailed N Response Rate (%)
1999 1167 510 43.7
2011 1374 319 23.2
Var 207 -191 -37.5
 Respondents from cities with populations between 25,000 and 249,999 display an 
increased level of sophistication in forecast methods period over period. Compared to 
1999 (see Table 3.17), 2011 (see Table 5.19) results realized an increase of two highly 
significant relationships. Forecast methods gained in 2011 survey responses were 
relationships between expert and deterministic (composite score of 2.0), and trend and 
econometric (composite score of 3.0). One relationship was lost between 1999 and 2011, 
that of expert and econometric. Based on this research project’s forecast composite 
scoring, gains in modeling sophistication by the addition of the trend and econometric 
(composite score of 3.0) relationship offset the loss of sophistication of the expert and 
econometric relationship (composite score of 2.5).
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 Additionally, comparisons between 2011 and 1999 reveal increased correlation 
coefficients among existing relationships with more sophisticated forecasting methods. 
For example, in 1999 trend and deterministic relationships had a correlation coefficient of 
0.093 (P-value of 0.05 on a 2-tail test), in 2011 that value had increased to 0.316 (P-value 
of <.001 on a 2-tail test) indicating increased relationship strength. Table 6.4 provides 
complete period over period comparisons of significant correlations.
Table 6.4: Forecast Method Variation: Population between 25.0K-249.9K
Forecast Methods 2011 1999 Var Var (%)
Expert/ Trend 0.322b 0.098a 0.224 228.6
Expert/ Deterministic 0.237b 0.037 0.200 540.5
Expert/ Econometric 0.025 0.100a -0.075 -75.0
Trend/ Deterministic 0.316b 0.093a 0.223 602.7
Trend/ Econometric 0.163b 0.086 0.077 89.5
Deterministic/ Econometric 0.327a 0.270b 0.057 21.1
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
RESEARCH QUESTION 1- REGION
 The first research question of this project seeks to determine if forecasters have 
increased their use of causal techniques in generating revenue forecasts between 1999 
and 2011. Determination of whether or not this is has happened in reality led to the 
generation of two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is based on city population size while 
the second is focused on geographical region. 
 Hypothesis 2:  Northeast region
 The second hypothesis of the first research question states respondents from cities 
in ICMA's Northeast region increased their use of causal forecasting techniques between 
1999 and 2011 more than respondents from other regions This hypothesis will be 
accepted if it is proven that the Northeast region did in fact have an aggregate increase in 
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statistical relationships or realized an increase in robustness of existing statistical 
correlation of using causal forecasting techniques than other regions.
 Comparison of correlation outputs revealed no statistically significant findings for 
the Northeast region. The only statistically significant coefficient was found in the 1999 
survey results between a relationship of deterministic and econometric forecasting 
methods. In 2011 that deterministic and econometric relationship lost significance. 
Unfortunately, the loss of that relationship further brings into question the stated 
hypothesis. Table 6.5 displays all period over period results for the Northeast region.
Table 6.5: Forecast Method Variation: Northeast Region
Forecast Methods 2011 1999 Var Var (%)
Expert/ Trend 0.430 0.027 0.402 1,466.9
Expert/ Deterministic 0.319 0.003 0.315 10,164.2
Expert/ Econometric 0.016 -0.004 0.020 -528.5
Trend/ Deterministic 0.240 0.179 0.062 34.6
Trend/ Econometric 0.166 0.179 -0.013 -7.4
Deterministic/ Econometric 0.356 0.460b -0.104 -22.6
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 The North Central region displayed no significant relationships in either period. 
The South region realized the loss of a moderately positive significant relationship among 
trend and econometric forecast methods (composite score of 3.0). Offsetting the loss of 
the trend and econometric relationship, the correlation analysis revealed the South gained 
a highly significant causal relationship among deterministic and econometric forecast 
methods (composite score of 4.0). The correlation coefficient was moderately positive at 
0.314 having a P-value of <0.0001 on a 2-tail test (N=87) (see Table 5.17).
 More telling than the Northeast and South regions was the West’s regions 
findings. When compared period over period, four relationships increased in significance. 
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Relationships that increased in significance between 1999 and 2011 were both less 
technically sophisticated naïve approaches as well as, more sophisticated incremental and 
causal techniques (see Figure 6.1). The 2011 relationship among deterministic and 
econometric methods more than doubled in correlation coefficient and became more 
significant with a P-value of <.0001 (see Table 5.18). These findings imply the West 
region increased its reliance on forecasting techniques across all levels of sophistication 
period over period, causal approaches included. Table 6.6 displays all correlation 
comparisons period over period.
Table 6.6: Forecast Method Variation: West Region
Forecast Methods 2011 1999 Var Var (%)
Expert/ Trend 0.471b 0.163b 0.308 189.0
Expert/ Deterministic 0.221a 0.084 0.137 163.1
Expert/ Econometric 0.074 0.194a -0.12 -61.9
Trend/ Deterministic 0.334b 0.067 0.267 398.5
Trend/ Econometric 0.190 0.030 0.16 533.3
Deterministic/ Econometric 0.381b 0.185b 0.196 105.9
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
RESEARCH QUESTION 2
 This project’s second search question addresses the recent diversification of 
revenue sources at the city level from a few stable streams to more, less stable revenue 
streams (Cirincione et al., 1999; Kammholz & Maher, 2008). Research by McKinney 
(2004) has illustrated the volatile nature of elastic revenue sources and the effect they 
have on forecast accuracy. The volatile nature of forecasting elastic revenue sources can 
increase forecaster’s perception of difficulty when developing projections. As such this 
project’s second research question is, between 1999 and 2011 has there been an increase 
in perceived difficulty in estimating particular revenue sources?
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 Three hypotheses have been developed to address this question. Each hypothesis 
seeks to address one revenue source. Revenue sources were selected based on response 
rate from forecasters and its historical stability. Research has shown property tax to be 
stable, while sales tax to be more elastic (Cirincione et al., 1999; McKinney, 2004). State 
aid was selected out of curiosity because of recent macro-economic realities facing all 
levels of government and volatility facing intergovernmental transfers (Reddick, 2008).
 Hypotheses for the second research question are revenue forecasters indicated an 
increased response rate of “Difficult/ Somewhat difficult” in estimating revenue for a.) 
property tax, b.) sales tax and c.) state aid sources between 1999 and 2011. Accepting 
these hypotheses requires findings that indicate ordinal responses of difficult and 
somewhat difficult occurred at a higher rate in 2011 than did ordinal responses of 
somewhat easy and easy when comparing datasets period over period. Responses of easy 
and somewhat easy will be grouped together for comparison purposes, as will difficult 
and somewhat difficult.
 Analysis of these hypotheses takes into account not only the perception of 
difficulty to forecast and the specific revenue source, but also continues to provide 
regional breakouts and methods used in forecast development. Response comparisons of 
these hypotheses are presented in summary tables. Only those relationships that are 
statistically significant, in either survey period, will appear in the summary table.
 Hypothesis 1: Perception of Property Taxes
 Property tax perceptions are presented in Table 6.7. The overall perception 
forecasters have of property tax as being difficult or somewhat difficult to project 
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decreased in frequency between 2011 and 1999. Particularly with regards to more 
sophisticated modeling techniques such as causal or incremental. In total, two significant 
relationships indicting difficult or somewhat difficult perceptions appeared in 2011 
compared to three in 1999. These findings did not support the assertion put forth by the 
first hypothesis for the second research question.
 The Northeast region did not indicate any significant perception for either survey 
period. The West region was the only region that had significant relationships in both of 
the survey periods. In 1999, respondents indicated two forecast relationships were 
perceived as difficult or somewhat difficult when forecasting property tax. Forecasters in 
the West region indicated a slightly weaker positive relationship period over period 
between deterministic and econometric forecasting techniques. North Central region was 
the only region that reported an overall increase period over period in forecasting 
perceived difficulty for property tax, as a result of the emergence of a moderately weak 
relationship between deterministic and econometric forecasting methods.
 Also presented in Table 6.7 are correlation findings of responses of somewhat 
easy and easy. Two regions had statistically significant relationships occur during both 
survey periods, South and West. The South region became less sophisticated in modeling 
approach period over period, possibly as a result of an increased perception of easy to 
somewhat easy nature of projecting property tax. In 1999 the South region displayed a 
weakly positive, yet highly statistically significant relationship among deterministic and 
econometric forecasting methods. By 2011 the South displayed a less sophisticated 
moderately positive relationship among trend and deterministic forecasting methods. The 
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West region displayed significant relationships that did become more sophisticated 
between 1999 and 2011. Those significant relationships were between the highly 
sophisticated deterministic and econometric methods and the less sophisticated methods 
of deterministic and expert. This may imply that as forecasting methods became more 
sophisticated, the perception of generating property tax forecasts gets easier.
Table 6.7: Comparison Perceived Difficulty: Property Tax
Difficult/ Somewhat Difficult
Pearson Correlation 2011   1999   
Region Relationship Correlation P-value N Correlation P-value N
Northeast -- -- --
North Central Deterministic/ Econometric 0.463a 0.030 22 --
South Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.690b 0.0004 22
West Deterministic/ Econometric 0.370a 0.024 37 0.374b 0.005 55
Expert/ Deterministic -- 0.365b 0.006 55
Somewhat Easy/ Easy
Pearson Correlation 2011   1999   
Region Relationship Correlation P-value N Correlation P-value N
Northeast Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.442b 0.0001 69
North Central Deterministic/ Econometric 0.338b 0.003 76 --
South Trend/ Deterministic 0.358b 0.008 54 --
Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.219a 0.0170 118
West Deterministic/ Econometric 0.361b 0.005 59 --
 Trend/ Deterministic --   0.219a 0.019 115
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Hypothesis 2: Perception of Sales Tax
 Table 6.8 presents findings of perceived difficulty when filtering for sales tax. On 
aggregate, 1999 realized two weak positive statistically significant relationships in 
regards to forecasting perception of difficult or somewhat difficult, both of which were 
reported by forecasters in the West. 2011 also realized two significant relationships, both 
among deterministic and econometric techniques. The correlation coefficients slightly 
increased in 2011 indicating a stronger relationship between perceived forecasting 
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difficulty and increased model sophistication. The North Central region also indicated an 
increase in perceived difficulty by the addition of a moderately positive, statistically 
significant relationship among deterministic and econometric forecast methods.
 Overall three statistically significant relationships were found to have the 
perception of easy or somewhat easy of forecasters to project, two of which occurred in 
the 2011 survey period. The South region perceived sales tax as easy or somewhat easy to 
forecast using deterministic and econometric methods in 1999. In 2011 forecasters from 
the South perceived sales tax as still easy or somewhat easy to forecast, only in 2011 the 
statistically significant relationship was found among trend and deterministic methods.
Table 6.8: Comparison Perceived Difficulty: Sales Tax
Difficult/ Somewhat Difficult
Pearson Correlation 2011   1999   
Region Relationship Correlation P-value N Correlation P-value N
Northeast -- -- --
North 
Central Deterministic/ Econometric 0.323a 0.048 38 --
South Deterministic/ Econometric -- --
West Deterministic/ Econometric 0.319a 0.011 63 0.217a 0.041 89
Expert/ Deterministic -- 0.216a 0.042 89
 Somewhat Easy/ Easy
Pearson Correlation 2011   1999   
Region Relationship Correlation P-value N Correlation P-value N
Northeast Deterministic/ Econometric -- --
North 
Central Deterministic/ Econometric -- --
South Trend/ Deterministic 0.383a 0.028 33 --
Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.364b 0.003 66
West Deterministic/ Econometric 0.434a 0.034 24 --
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),   
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Hypothesis 3: Perception of State Aid
 Of the three revenue sources reviewed, state aid realized a net increase in 
perceived difficulty period over period by count of significant relationships. In 1999, two 
regions indicated state aid was difficult or somewhat difficult to forecast using both 
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causal and incremental modeling techniques. In 2011, four relationships in three regions 
that forecast state aid indicated a perceived increase in difficulty. Two of those significant 
relationships used causal modeling techniques. The remaining two used either 
incremental or naïve techniques, possibly contributing to the perception of forecast 
difficulty.
 The South and West regions account for three quarters of the increase in perceived 
difficulty. In addition to the net increase of the aggregate number of relationships, the 
degree to which the perception of difficulty increased. Table 6.9 provides all findings for 
state aid revenue source. Conversely, period over period, respondents also indicated a 
loss in perception of somewhat easy or easy of forecasting state aid. In 1999 all four 
regions demonstrated at least one significant relationship when forecasting state aid, by 
2011 only the West region indicated state aid was easy to forecast using expert and trend 
methods.
Table 6.9: Comparison Perceived Difficulty: State Aid
Difficult/ Somewhat Difficult
Pearson Correlation 2011   1999   
Region Relationship Correlation P-value N Correlation P-value N
Northeast Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.389a 0.030 31
North 
Central Deterministic/ Econometric 0.381b 0.003 59 --
Expert/ Deterministic -- 0.281b 0.029 61
South Expert/ Deterministic 0.293a 0.035 52 --
Trend/ Deterministic 0.301a 0.030 52 --
West Deterministic/ Econometric 0.457b 0.002 43 --
 Somewhat Easy/ Easy
Pearson Correlation 2011   1999   
Region Relationship Correlation P-value N Correlation P-value N
Northeast Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.531b 0.0004 41
North 
Central Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.384b 0.005 53
South Deterministic/ Econometric -- 0.389b 0.0003 84
West Expert/ Trend 0.469b 0.002 42 0.199b 0.081 78
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),   
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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RESEARCH QUESTION 3
 The third and final research question for this project is education focused. Three 
hypotheses have been proposed to test whether or not research question three can be 
positively affirmed. Each of the three hypotheses address various level of education 
attainment. The final research question’s hypotheses state, the relationship between 
revenue forecaster’s education attainment and forecast model sophistication strengthened 
between 1999 and 2011 a.) as measured by all degree statuses, b.) as measured by 
Bachelor’s attainment and c.) as measured by Master’s attainment.
 This research question was formulated as the result of research showing that a 
forecasters exposure to increased education positively impacts forecast model 
sophistication (Reddick, 2004). Increased education attainment correlates with the use of 
more advanced causal techniques such as deterministic or econometric forecasting 
methods. Acceptance of these hypotheses require statistically significant positive 
correlation coefficient between education and revenue forecast methods when comparing 
results period over period.
 Period over period comparison indicates that forecasters increased Master’s 
degree attainment by six percentage points. The gains realized in Master’s attainment 
came at the expense of Bachelor’s degree attainment. Bachelor’s attainment realized a net 
decrease of <6.4%> period over period. Table 6.10 presents the education attainment by 
population percent.
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Table 6.10: Variation in Education Attainment by: Degree (%)
Population
Respondents 
(N)
Associates/ 
2 year 
degree
Bachelor’s/ 
(+)
Master’s/ 
advanced 
degree
Doctoral 
degree Don’t Know
1999 524 0.6 41.4 56.5 1.1 0.4
2011 320 0.3 35.0 62.5 1.6 0.6
Notes: ˆN = x
 Education attainment did in fact increased from 1999 to 2011 for both Master’s 
and Doctoral degree statuses. In light of these results, examining summary tables 
containing correlation coefficients for education and forecast methods will provide the 
needed findings to accept or reject the hypotheses for this project’s third research 
question.
 Hypothesis 1: Education Attainment- All
 Table 6.11 provides a period over period summary comparative of forecasting 
relationships for all education levels. All but one relationship in forecasting techniques 
became stronger over the survey periods. Naïve forecasting techniques (less sophisticated 
approaches) realized the largest correlation coefficient increases compared to causal 
techniques (more sophisticated approaches). Increased correlation coefficients of naïve 
forecasting techniques across all levels of education attainment imply an acceptance of 
the first hypothesis. Although larger gains in correlation coefficients were realized with 
naive forecasting techniques, more sophisticated causal techniques also realized gains.
Table 6.11: Comparison Education Attainment: All
Forecast Methods 2011 1999 Var Var (%)
Expert/ Trend 0.334a 0.096a 0.238 247.9
Expert/ Deterministic 0.249a 0.034 0.215 632.4
Expert/ Econometric 0.029a 0.092a -0.063 -68.5
Trend/ Deterministic 0.318a 0.089a 0.229 257.3
Trend/ Econometric 0.170a 0.079 0.091 115.2
Deterministic/ Econometric 0.308a 0.264b 0.044 16.7
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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 Hypothesis 2: Education Attainment- Bachelor’s
 The second hypothesis proposes that for forecasters who attained a Bachelor’s 
degree period over period increase in causal techniques would be realized. Comparisons 
exhibited a slight increase in correlation strength among deterministic and econometric 
forecasting techniques period over period (see Table 6.12). The 0.028 variation increase 
in correlation coefficient (with a slight decrease in significance) among deterministic and 
econometric techniques outperformed the period over period <6.4%> decline of 
participants having attained a Bachelor’s degree. These results lend themselves to 
accepting the second hypothesis for this research question. The largest correlation 
relationship increase was observed in incremental techniques among trend and 
deterministic. Incremental techniques fit well with Bachelor’s education attainment as 
both variables are not the extremes for those indicators.
Table 6.12: Comparison Education Attainment: Bachelor's
Forecast Methods 2011 1999 Var Var (%)
Expert/ Trend 0.243b 0.065 0.178 273.8
Expert/ Deterministic 0.152 0.067 0.085 126.9
Expert/ Econometric -0.149 0.190b -0.339 -178.4
Trend/ Deterministic 0.366b 0.101 0.265 262.4
Trend/ Econometric 0.125 0.146 -0.021 -14.4
Deterministic/ Econometric 0.270b 0.242b 0.028 11.6
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
 Hypothesis 3: Education Attainment- Master’s
 Forecasters’ largest periodic increase in education attainment occurred with those 
who attained Master’s degrees. Comparing response rates between 2011 and 1999, 
Master’s attainment increased 6.0% for the entire population. Concurring with Reddick’s 
2004 findings, this research project hypothesizes that as education attainment increases so 
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to does the sophistication of forecast modeling methods. Table 6.13 displays comparative 
findings of forecasters having attained Master’s degree status. Findings indicate only one 
statistically significant relationship returned for both survey periods, the highly 
statistically sophisticated methods of deterministic and econometric. A slight positive 
increase of correlation coefficient was realized period over period. With a six percent 
gain in Master’s attainment and a 10.6% gain in relationship strength for causal 
techniques, acceptance of the third hypothesis is justified as a result of the findings.
Table 6.13: Comparison Education Attainment: Master's
Forecast Methods 2011 1999 Var Var (%)
Expert/ Trend -0.024 0.026 -0.05 -192.3
Expert/ Deterministic 0.167a 0.004 0.163 4,075.0
Expert/ Econometric 0.020 0.002 0.018 900.0
Trend/ Deterministic 0.116 0.085 0.031 36.5
Trend/ Econometric 0.115 0.047 0.068 144.7
Deterministic/ Econometric 0.291b 0.263b 0.028 10.6
Notes: aCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed),
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
SUMMARY
 Chapter 6 provided a comparative review of the three research questions driving 
this research project. Further, each hypothesis proposed in effort to address the research 
questions were examined in detail. A comparative approach examining survey results 
from 1999 against results from 2011 was used from which conclusions were drawn as to 
accept or reject proposed hypotheses. The comparative analyses provided empirical 
support of findings from which summary conclusions will be drawn and presented in 
chapter 7.
 Chapter 7 will present this project’s three research questions and provide 
definitive findings for each. Findings will be presented through the detailed exploration 
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of each research question’s hypotheses. A summary table displaying all hypotheses will 
be presented with acceptance or rejection indications. Implication of this research will be 
presented. Acknowledging limitation of this study will be included in chapter 7, as will 
recommendations for future research and final conclusions.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS
 This chapter provides definitive outcomes to this projects three proposed research 
questions. Findings will be presented through this chapter in the same fashion chapter 6 
presented finding of analysis comparisons. Research questions will serve as section 
breaks while hypotheses serve as subsections.
 This chapter also presents implications resulting from this research on forecasters. 
Limitations discovered through the course of developing this project will be discussed, as 
will recommendations for future research. Final comments will be presented in the 
conclusions section at the close of this chapter.
 Three primary research questions have been presented for this project. The first 
question asks; between 1999 and 2011 has the use of statistically sophisticated causal 
modeling techniques (econometric forecast methods) increased by city employees 
primarily responsible for revenue forecast generation? Two hypotheses have been 
proposed for this question; that forecasters in cities with larger populations (>= 250,000) 
or located in the Northeastern region (as defined by ICMA) have in fact become more 
sophisticated in revenue forecasting methods between 1999 and 2011.
 This project’s second research question asks; between 1999 and 2011 has there 
been an increase in perceived difficulty in estimating particular revenue sources by city 
government revenue forecasters? The hypotheses proposed for this question are three fold 
examining property tax, sales tax and state aid revenue sources independently. Each 
hypothesis states that forecasters have indeed perceived estimating revenue sources to be 
more difficult than in 1999.
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 The third and final research question posed for this project; between 1999 and 
2011 has there been an increased occurrence of education attainment (as measured by 
degree status) by city employees primarily responsible for revenue forecast generation? 
The hypotheses put forth for this question break education into three levels (all, 
Bachelor’s degree and Master’s degree). At each level of analysis these hypotheses state 
increases in education attainment do correlate with increased use of causal techniques 
those specifically of econometric forecasting methods.
FINDINGS: RESEARCH QUESTION 1
 Two hypotheses have been proposed for this question. The first hypothesis states 
that period over period, respondents from cities with large populations (>=250,000) 
increased their use of causal forecasting techniques more than respondents from cities 
with populations between 25,000 and 249,999. The second hypothesis proposes 
forecasters from cities in the Northeastern region (as defined by ICMA) became more 
sophisticated in forecasting techniques (increased use of causal techniques) between 1999 
and 2011. Acceptance of either of these hypotheses requires findings that prove 
forecasters from cities with larger populations or cities located within ICMA’s 
Northeastern region realized a higher occurrence of statistically significant Pearson 
correlation coefficients of causal forecasting techniques compared to 1999.
 Hypothesis 1:  Population Size Greater Than or Equal to 250,000
 After conducting data analysis examining findings of forecasters responding from 
cities with populations greater than or equal to 250,000, the first hypothesis was rejected 
and the null was accepted. Comparing Pearson correlation coefficient outputs for 
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statistically significant results, revealed no useful econometric relationships (see Table 
6.2). The minimum acceptable criteria for accepting this hypothesis was to have observed 
period over period growth of statistically significant causal relationships. This did not 
occur.
 As stated in chapter 6, two statistically significant relationships found in 1999 
were not found to be statistically significant in 2011 (trend and deterministic, and trend 
and econometric). This indicates a reversal of sophistication among forecasters in cities 
with populations greater than or equal to 250,000. Period over period, only one 
significant relationship returned, that of expert and deterministic methods having a low 
composite score of 2.0. Composite scoring for this relationship is low because it is more 
qualitative in forecasting approach due to its naïve modeling techniques. 
 What may account for this reversal of sophistication in large cities? A possible 
explanation is timing. Findings from 1999 may exemplify the height of modeling 
sophistication in large cities. The economic run up to the 2001 dot com bubble bursting 
was the tail-end of a prolonged period of economic expansion. Revenue growth was in a 
single direction for many indicators making it an attractive period to use more technically 
sophisticated modeling approached. By 2011 the economy had gone through a 
recessionary period and another rapid expansion, all of which occurred between 2001 and 
2009. It may be possible that forecasters in large cities fell back to more naïve or 
incremental modeling approaches due to increased uncertainty in forecasting periods. 
Forecasters reliance on instinctual methods may provide a level of control over outcomes 
where as model outputs from causal techniques are more dependent on model inputs.
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 Hypothesis 1:  Population Size Between 25,000 and 249,999
 Conversely, cities with populations between 25,000 and 249,999 realized an 
increase in forecasting sophistication. Table 6.4 presents comparative findings that 
indicate increased statistical correlations among more sophisticated forecasting methods 
of trend and deterministic, trend and econometric, and deterministic and econometric. 
Period over period findings comparing populations greater than or equal to 250,000 and 
between 25,000 and 249,999 indicated the opposite of hypotheses put forth by Jung and 
Kang (2007). Jung and Kang proposed the idea that “larger cities could afford 
experienced in-house forecasters with a more sophisticated knowledge of forecasting 
techniques” as opposed to smaller cities that could only get that level of sophistication by 
bringing in outside experts (2007, p. 192). Pinkowski (2004) stated that due to cost 
restriction associated with causal forecasting smaller cities are more reliant on naïve 
techniques.
 These findings are a positive development in revenue forecasting. A portion of 
these findings can be explained by the increases of education attainment within smaller 
cities. Forecasters having attained a Master’s degree increased 5.0% period over period. 
If research by Reddick (2004) is correct in that a forecasters exposure to increased 
education positively impacts forecast model sophistication, this increase in education 
may explain a portion of the increases in model sophistication.
 Hypothesis 2:  Region 
 Like forecasters from large cities, the Northeast region realized a decrease in 
forecasting sophistication period over period. 1999 survey results did indicate a 
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statistically significant relationship among deterministic and econometric techniques (see 
Table 6.5). For 2011 data, no statistically significant relationships were found by 
forecasters in the Northeast region for any forecasting methods (see Table 6.7). This 
indicates a reversal in forecasting sophistication by survey respondents in the Northeast 
region. As a result of this reversal, this hypothesis is also rejected and the null is 
accepted.
 Comparing Northeast to West, findings indicated the West region did realize an 
increase in correlation coefficient strength from a weak 0.185 (highly significant P-value 
of 0.01 on a 2-tailed test) to a moderately strong 0.381 relationship (highly significant at 
0.01 on a 2-tailed test) (see Table 6.6). These findings further reinforced the notion of 
rejecting this research design’s hypothesis and accepting the null. The Northeast region 
did not display the expected increases in modeling sophistication, yet the West did realize 
an increase.
 The West region realized an increase in model sophistication, yet did not realize 
those increases are a result of increased education. Between 1999 and 2011, only slight 
gains were made in responses indicating forecasters had attained a Master’s degree 
(58.7% compared to 60.0% respectively). These large increases in correlation coefficient 
strength may be a result of the boom and bust cycle of the West’s housing markets. Out of 
necessity, forecasters in the West may have adopted more causal forecasting techniques 
due to the regional pressures of housing volatility seen in Utah, Arizona, Nevada and 
California. Forecast model inputs include such metrics as housing permits and pending 
home sales, if for instance, permits are being pulled or closings slow down, revenue 
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estimations will be in deficit. It is possible, in attempt to mitigate deficits forecasters in 
the West region became more sophisticating in their forecasting models.
 The West’s boom and bust housing cycles are natural, but exceedingly difficult to 
manage given the severity of the swings. Developing reliable revenue estimations, all the 
while experiencing volatile growth trends makes it difficult to forecast more than one or 
two forecast periods. Compounding the issue of volatility with the West region’s need to 
build out massive infrastructure as a result of growth to meet service commitments of its 
citizens, it is easy to appreciate the observed increases in forecast sophistication in order 
to properly outlay funding.
FINDINGS: RESEARCH QUESTION 2
 This project’s second research question asked if city government forecasters self-
reported increased difficulty estimating particular revenue sources? For the purposes of 
evaluation, three hypotheses have been proposed. Each hypothesis addresses one revenue 
source: property tax, sales tax or state aid. Accepting these hypotheses, evaluated 
independently, require increased response rates of difficult and somewhat difficult when 
comparing the 1999 and 2011 datasets.
 Hypothesis 1: Perception of Property Taxes
 Correlation findings indicate property tax was less difficult to forecast in 2011 
compared to 1999 (see Table 6.7). This is exemplifies in a periodic net reduction in total 
significant relationships primarily at highly sophisticated modeling techniques, (causal 
and incremental). Additionally, the one period over period relationship that exists 
deceased in correlation strength and significance (see Table 6.7). Conversely, forecasters 
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indicating that property taxes were easy or somewhat easy to project grew in correlation 
strength for sophisticated modeling approaches (see Table 6.7). These findings lead to the 
rejection of the stated hypothesis that property taxes have been perceived as more 
difficult to forecast period over period.
 This finding for property tax may be a result of comparison. Meaning, property 
tax may actually be more difficult to forecasts, as a result of housing prices fluctuating, 
but as compared to the other revenue streams being asked about in the survey the 
perception of it being more difficult is not as severe. It appears that responder’s region 
did not influence outcomes. For example, the West and South regions saw extremely 
large swings in housing valuations between 1999 and 2011, yet the survey data does not 
indicate increases in perceived difficulty more than in the Northeast or North Central 
regions.
 Hypothesis 2: Perception of Sales Taxes
 The perception of respondents ability to forecast sales tax appeared to be slightly 
more difficult based on incremental gains in strength of correlation coefficients (see Table 
6.8). Compared to 1999 findings, (two weak relationships, one between deterministic and 
expert methods and the other between econometric and deterministic methods) 2011 also 
realized two relationships. Both 2011 relationships realized a slight increase in 
relationship strength accompanied with an increase in model sophistication (see Table 
6.8).
 Additionally, the perception of easy or somewhat easy gained a moderately strong 
relationship between two advanced modeling methods. Comparisons displayed a net 
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increase of total significant relationships accompanied with an increase in correlation 
coefficients (see Table 6.8). Both sets of findings indicate the rejection of the hypothesis 
and the acceptance of the null hypothesis.
 Hypothesis 3: Perception of State Aid
 Noticeably more difficult to forecast was state aid. 1999 survey results indicate 
two statistically significant relationships that fell into the difficult to somewhat difficult 
category (see Table 6.9). By 2011 four relationships appeared in the difficult to somewhat 
difficult category (see Table 6.9). A period over period net increase of three statistically 
significant relationships accompanied by increased correlation coefficients of those 
relationships indicate a definite increase in perceived difficulty of forecasting state aid. 
More tellings is the near complete loss of statistical relationships between 1999 and 2011. 
Of the five relationships found in 1999 only one remains in 2011 (see Table 6.9). These 
findings together allow for the acceptance of the stated hypothesis that the perception of 
difficulty has increased period over period.
 In 2011 the effects of the 2008 financial meltdown were still lingering. With states 
struggling to meet their budgetary obligations, cities and special districts were stuck in a 
state of wait and see regarding state aid. Previous to this period, it can be assumed states 
regularly and without much concern provided reliable transfers of aid to smaller forms of 
government to facilitate service delivery. In 1999 city revenue forecasts perceived this 
revenue stream as easy to predict, but by 2011 that perception had definitely changed to 
be more difficult. This shift in perception was two fold, forecasters lost confidence in the 
perception that it was easy, while huge gains were realized in difficult to forecast. 
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Speculation regarding why this occurred fall to examining the economic status of states 
during this period. Cities were not the only level of government experiencing financial 
difficulty during this period. As states sought to balance budgets, programs were cut or 
eliminated effecting this revenue source in tumultuous ways not experienced in several 
decades.
FINDINGS: RESEARCH QUESTION 3
 The third research question seeks to compare survey results for respondent’s 
education attainment against forecast models used? Three hypotheses have been proposed 
for this research question, each specifying a level of education attainment. Acceptance of 
any of these hypotheses require statistically significant correlation coefficients examining 
education and revenue forecast method used.
 Hypothesis 1: Education Attainment- All
 Period over period comparisons, indicates a net increase in overall education 
attainment. Occurrences of Bachelor’s degree fell by <6.4%>, but findings revealed an 
increase in Master’s or advanced degrees of 6.0% (see Table 6.10). Examining the results 
from the correlation comparison finds that all but one combination of forecasting 
methods increased in coefficient strength (see Table 6.11). As a result, the stated 
hypothesis will be accepted.
 Hypothesis 2: Education Attainment- Bachelor’s
 The second hypothesis specifically examines forecasters who have attained a 
Bachelor’s degree. A slight increase in correlation strength among deterministic and 
econometric forecasting techniques was realized period over period (see Table 6.12). 
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Variation increases in correlation coefficients for deterministic and econometric 
techniques outperformed the period over period <6.4%> decline of participants with 
Bachelor’s degree attainment. These results lend themselves to accepting the second 
hypothesis for this research question.
 Hypothesis 3: Education Attainment- Master’s
 Compared to 1999, 2011 realized a net increase of one, less sophisticated 
modeling relationship. More importantly, this education tier realized a six percent gain in 
respondents attainment of a Master’s degree and a 10.6% gain in relationship strength for 
causal techniques. Table 6.13 displays all modeling techniques and associated correlation 
coefficients (both significant and not). Period over period increases in relationship 
strength between deterministic and econometric methods justifies the acceptance of the 
third hypothesis based on these findings.
Table 7.1 provides a summary of findings for all of the research questions 
proposed in this research design.
Table 7.1: Summary of Findings
Research Question Hypothesis Statement Hypotheses Null Hypotheses
Question 1 Hypothesis 1: Size- Greater Than 250K Reject Accept
Question 1 Hypothesis 2: Regional Location- Northeast Reject Accept
Question 2 Hypothesis 1: Perceived Difficulty- Property Reject Accept
Question 2 Hypothesis 2: Perceived Difficulty- Sales Reject Accept
Question 2 Hypothesis 3: Perceived Difficulty- State Aid Accept Reject
Question 3 Hypothesis 1: Education- All Accept Reject
Question 3 Hypothesis 2: Education- Bachelor's Accept Reject
Question 3 Hypothesis 3: Education- Master's Accept Reject
IMPLICATIONS
 Implications of this study revealed much work remains for city revenue 
forecasters. Comparative results indicate only small increases in modeling sophistication 
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despite educational gains realized in the 12 years between survey periods, particularly at 
the Master’s degree level. In the event that current city forecasters become aware of the 
results of this research project they may be obligated to undertake a thorough 
examination of the process by which their city generates revenue forecasts. If results of 
such an examination reveal less sophisticated modeling approaches are being used, a 
proactive approach should be taken in developing methods that utilize more causal 
forecasting techniques.
 It is not enough to simply make an attempt at using more sophisticated forecasting 
techniques to only revert back to operating as cities always had. Introducing more 
advanced forecasting techniques in to a city’s forecast process using causal or 
incremental methods need not be an overwhelming task, but does need to be championed 
and nurtured by forecasters confident enough in their skills and education. Education 
opportunities are abundant regarding forecasting, both traditional (continuing education 
through accredited universities or certificate programs through reputable organizations) 
and nontraditional (self-paced training or on the job training). Additionally, the growing 
use of off-the-self statistical suites has greatly reduced the knowledge barrier associated 
with creating a forecast model from inception.
 Continued development of sophisticated models takes time, resources and 
increased expertise but the outcomes can be hugely beneficial. The implications of not 
finding a marked increase in forecasting sophistication is troubling, not simply because 
education has increased and access to advanced statistical tools has been reduced, but 
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because in the existing economic environment revenue forecast accuracy should be a high 
priority given the ramifications to service delivery disruptions.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
 Within the themes presented in this research project, three major limitations 
appeared. The first limitation was the low response rate of participation to the 2011 
Revenue Estimation survey. In 1999 the survey response rate was 43.1% while the 2011 
survey’s response rate was 23.3%. Confidence level remained at 95% for both survey 
periods. Consideration of confidence interval was revised up from +/- 3.2% in 1999 to +/- 
4.5% in 2011. The loss of specificity associated with a reduced response rate is a 
limitation that needed to be stated.
 The second contributing limitation of this study was the length in time to conduct 
the survey. Less specific to outcomes, the duration of time between initiation and 
completion of this project served to possibly lessen the impact of the primary data and 
corresponding findings. In hindsight, partnering with a large organization made the 
process cumbersome and slow. Conversely the tradeoff was getting to use a pre-existing 
survey instrument complete with dataset as a benchmark for the second survey. The third 
limitation was the respondents themselves. As addressed in chapter 5, many scenarios 
exist in determining the responding population of this second survey. 
 Reflecting on the potential impact these limitation may have on this research 
design found similar challenges within the literature presenting 1999 Revenue Estimation 
findings. Both Reddick (2004) and Jung and Yang (2007), provided statistical results 
using the entire 1999 dataset. Having established the technique of using all valid data 
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points in 1999, 2011’s statistical analyses were run using the same technique. Similarly to 
1999, no probability sampling techniques were used while running data or analytical 
processes. Not using probability sampling was applied in this research design so as to 
closely mirror the analytical processes used in 1999 testing.
 When discussing the possible differences in respondents period over period, what 
really is at issue is the notion of longitudinal surveys as opposed to two distinct snapshots 
in time. By design longitudinal surveys revisit the same population group over an 
extended period of time. This project’s original intent was to develop a second survey 
dataset from which comparisons could be made for statistical comparisons.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
 This research project was not unique because of its design method, but because of 
the macro-level environment surrounding the economy. The recession that began in 2008 
provided an opportunity to revisit attitudes regarding revenue forecasting. This project set 
out in hopes of finding increased modeling sophistication between the two survey 
periods. This was partially validated in the findings. Problematic for this study was the 
duration between survey response periods. Future research addressing this issue would 
include fielding additional surveys with a shorter duration between periods. The notion of 
shorter durations (such is the case when using incremental techniques) would be to 
possibly capture the period between major events (such as recessions for example).
 Additional research can, add should, be conducted to determine why public 
administrators have not increased their use of causal modeling techniques particularly in 
light of increased education and increased access to statistical tools paying particular 
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attention to levels of education and coursework associated with forecast generation. 
Research questions addressing specifics regarding model development including an 
examination of selected inputs. Model outputs should be examined for accuracy 
entertaining questions about acceptable margins of error by revenue source. Greater detail 
regarding regional differences can, and should be, explored, specifically in the West 
region (which was found to outperform in education attainment) and the Northeast region 
(which underperformed in education attainment).
 The complete dataset (both 1999 and 2011) provide a wealth of unexplored 
insights. This project only analyzed a small portion of the existing data. Specifically, 
Fisher Z-tests can be run agains correlation outputs for specific datasets providing 
additional statistical rigor for those comparisons. Additionally, much more effort can be 
put into examining forecaster’s responses from participating cities found in both survey 
cycles. Additional conclusions can be drawn from data points not discussed in this 
project.
CONCLUSIONS
 Research has shown that city governments have diversified their revenue streams 
so as to not be overly dependent on a few, highly stable, revenue sources (Cirincione et 
al., 1999; Kammholz & Maher, 2008). Yet diversification has come at a risk with 
increased reliance on less stable, more elastic revenue sources (McKinney, 2004). 
Building on these existing findings, this study set out to determine if those primarily 
responsible for revenue forecast generation at city level government have become 
increasingly sophisticated in their modeling approach in effort to mitigate increased 
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volatility in revenue sources. Researchers have proposed that if forecasters increase the 
statistical sophistication of models they use to project revenue, they may increase forecast 
accuracy. One such way to increase statistical reliance is to utilize causal modeling 
techniques such as econometric and deterministic methods (Armstrong & Grohman, 
1972; Bahl & Schroeder, 1986; Chang, 1979; Cirincione et al., 1999; Danaher, 1994; 
Reddick, 2004 and 2008).
 If using causal techniques does increase accuracy, Bland (2009) has proposed 
model failure and the resulting surpluses or deficits may be avoided, thus reducing the 
likelihood of service disruption to residents. As presented by Kammholz & Maher (2008), 
cities provide the vast majority of essential services such as police, fire and sewer. As 
such, any effort to increase revenue forecast accuracy is critical to city residents. In order 
to determine if forecasters had become more sophisticated in their approach towards 
forecast generation, three research questions were presented in this study to discern the 
state of causal revenue forecasting techniques.
 Using ICMA’s 1999 Revenue Estimation dataset as a snapshot in time, a second 
nearly identical survey was distributed to a like populations in order to establish a second 
snapshot in time (2011). Results were then analyzed and compared from which findings 
would be drawn. Results from this comparison, at times, reenforced other researchers 
findings and at other times disagreed. Key findings from this study were mixed. In 
general, period over period, forecasters are still overly reliant on naïve or incremental 
modeling techniques when developing revenue forecasts. In opposition to research 
presented by Jung and Kang (2007), larger cities did not display any increase in 
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statistically significant findings indicating greater use of causal techniques. On the 
contrary, smaller cities displayed an increase in model sophistication.
 In regards to forecasters’ perception of difficulty projecting revenue from specific 
sources; mixed results indicated no increase of modeling sophistication for property tax 
and sales tax but increases for state aid. Property tax findings can be explained because of 
it having been a historical stable revenue source, hence no need to increase 
sophistication. State aid realized a huge shift towards increased modeling sophistication.
 All three stated hypotheses regarding education were accepted based on period 
over period findings. It was clear that at all levels of education attainment, gains were 
made towards using causal modeling techniques. Although Bachelor’s degree attainment 
fell period over period, increases realized at the Master’s level more than offset 
Bachelor’s losses.
 This study has shown that, although there have been incremental gains in revenue 
forecasting, there is much work to be done. With city’s increased reliance on elastic 
revenue sources, forecasters must become more sophisticated in their approach towards 
projecting revenue in attempts to increase accuracy so as to avoid deficits and possible 
service disruptions. Increased sophistication can be accomplished in any number of ways: 
increased technology, increased awareness of forecasting processes, or as findings from 
this study have demonstrated, increased education for those primarily responsible for 
forecast generation.
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APPENDIX A
 Introduction Letter to ICMA
Benjamin Bond
7060 Eldora Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89117
 
February 9, 2010
  
Sebia Clark
Program Analyst
International City/County Management Association
777 N. Capitol St. NE
Washington, DC 20077-0621
 
Dear Ms. Clark:
 
Allow me to introduce myself,  my name is Benjamin Bond and am a Ph.D. 
candidate in the College of Urban Affairs at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
(UNLV).  I am in the process of collecting data from cities regarding revenue 
estimation for my dissertation.  Specifically, I am interested in identifying attitude 
shifts towards development of revenue models utilized by cities.
 
International City/County Management Association (ICMA) fielded the “How Do 
You Produce Revenue Estimation” survey in 1999. This survey provided excellent 
insight as to the creation of revenue estimates and how the values were being 
derived at the local level.  In light of the current economic environment the 
questions posed in the 1999 survey continue to be relevant and,  I believe, should be 
revisited.
 
It is my intent to ‘refresh’ this survey in hopes of determining behavioral shifts by 
cities. With the approval of UNLV, the College of Urban Affairs and my committee 
chair Christopher Stream Ph.D., I am approaching ICMA in order to seek approval 
to re-field the existing Revenue Estimation survey (all or specific questions) to 
respondent cities from 1999.
 
I will be utilizing the survey for comparison of two snapshots in time in order to 
determine if the two differing fiscal environments have had an impact on several 
factors, including: who is responsible for generating estimations, what level of 
formal education they have, what method or methods were used to produce the 
estimate, etc.
 
I am requesting ICMA’s cooperation in this process. It is my hope to partner with 
ICMA, in name, in order to increase response rates of the revised survey. The 
College of Urban Affairs and I will carry expenses associated with fielding, 
receiving responses, sending reminder cards, coding and analyzing data.
 
Please provide a response indicating ICMA’s interest in participating in this 
process. You may contact me directly or my committee chair Dr. Christopher 
Stream (chris.stream@unlv.edu) with any questions you may have.
 
I look forward to your response,
 
Benjamin Bond
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APPENDIX B
 Master Agreement with ICMA (page 1 of 2)
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 Master Agreement with ICMA (page 2 of 2)
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APPENDIX C
 Cover Letter Mailed with 2011 Survey
May 15, 2011
  
<<ID>> 
<<FULL_NAME>>
<<TITLE>>
<<COMPANY>>
<<ADDRESS_1>>, <<ADDRESS_2>>
<<CITY>>,<<STATE>> <<ZIP>>
DEAR <<FULL_NAME>>,
In 1999, International City/Council Management Association (ICMA) distributed their 
Revenue Estimation survey to the financial officer primarily responsible for budget 
development in your city. In light of the current economic environment, researchers from 
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Greenspun College of Urban Affairs and ICMA have 
entered into an agreement to re-fielding the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey. 
Conducting this research will provide unique insights comparing two distinct snapshots in 
time. According to high-level overviews provided in the Summary of Commentary on 
Current Economic Conditions (or the Beige Book) released by the Federal Reserve, 
economic conditions throughout all twelve federal banking districts in 1999, continuing into 
2000, exemplified strong and sustainable growth patterns in all monitored segments 
specifically in retail, manufacturing and housing. Current, and short-term projected, 
economic conditions are far less favorable.  
As a respondent to the original survey we are requesting your participation in this current 
survey for comparison against responses provided to the 1999 survey. Be assured, all 
measures will be taken to insure that responses will remain confidential. Survey findings 
and response rates will be reported in various ICMA publications. 
Please complete this survey electronically by visiting WWW.SURVEYMONKEY.COM/S/
UNLV-ICMA_SURVEY . Provide the city code found on the top line of the address header 
as the response to the first question. 
If you have any questions regarding this research project please contact: Benjamin Bond c/o 
Christopher Stream PhD, School of Environmental and Public Affairs, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) 4505 Maryland Parkway, Box 454030, Las Vegas, NV 
89154-4030; at (702) 469-3069; bond@unlv.nevada.edu. Or, Evaline Moulder, Director- 
Survey Research; emoulder@icma.org.  
Thank you in advance for your time and participation.
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 ICMA Dataset Survey Codes (page 1 of 4)
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'2)1-)*2*$!$2,1-)E!2)!%2%*@&1-2)!3-E*,(.!
!
! ! I!J!KF(,!8"III"III! ! ! L!J!ML"III!C!N9"999!
! ! 8!J!LII"III!C!8"III"III!! ! :!J!8I"III!C!MN"999!
! ! M!J!MLI"III!C!N99"999! ! ! O!J!!L"III!C!!9"999!
! ! <!J!8II"III!C!MN9"999! ! ! #!J!!M"LII!C!!N"999!
! ! N!J!!LI"III!C!99"999! !!! ! 9!J!!/)0(,!M"LII!
!
#783)30!!899I!%2%*@&1-2)"!88!$%&'($!)*+(,-'.!!A'1*&@!%2%*@&1-2)!&''2,0-)E!12!899I!=()$*$.!
!
#883)30!!MIII!%2%*@&1-2)"!88!$%&'($!)*+(,-'.!!A'1*&@!%2%*@&1-2)!&''2,0-)E!12!MIII!=()$*$.!
!
&"29(&:"#"93)30!!!H2%*@&1-2)!($1-+&1($"!88!$%&'($!)*+(,-'.!!A'1*&@!%2%*@&1-2)!!($1-+&1($!
3,2+!!/6!=()$*$.!
!
&"293)39'&1$0!!H2%*@&1-2)!($1-+&1($!4(&,.!L!$%&'($!)*+(,-'.!
!
#;#$+"0!!P*,-$0-'1-2)"!MN!$%&'($!&@%D&.!6*%%@-($!)&+(!23!+*)-'-%&@-14!2,!'2*)14!-0()1-3-(0!54!
6(7*()'(!Q*+5(,.!!
!
#;#$+"40!!P*,-$0-'1-2)"!MN!$%&'($!&@%D&.!6*%%@-($!)&+(!23!+*)-'-%&@-14!2,!'2*)14!-0()1-3-(0!54!
6(7*()'(!Q*+5(,.!!
!
#"212&R!!61&1(!'20("!N!$%&'($!&@%D&.!!6*%%@-($!$1&)0&,0!&@%D&5(1-'!%2$1!233-'(!$1&1(!
&55,(F-&1-2)$!32,!+&-@-)E!%*,%2$($.!
!
#"212&<0!!61&1(!)*+5(,!&$$-E)(0!54!1D(!/6!=()$*$!G*,(&*.!!;(3(,!!12!&11&'D+()1.!
!
#(:2'<0!!=2*)14!)*+5(,!?-1D-)!(&'D!$1&1(!&$$-E)(0!54!1D(!/6!=()$*$!G*,(&*.!!!
!
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!"#$%&'!!"#$%&%'()!*+,$-!.#/0-12!34!5'(&-5!$#/-1%&6!!7+,85!'+,$-!$#/0-12!'1-&-9-9!0:!;+-!
(1-(!&,9-!<,1!-%;+-1!;+-!/#$%&%'()!0#%)9%$=>,<<%&->&,#1;+,#5-!,1!5,/-!,<<%&%()!5#&+!(5!;+-!/($(=-12!
&)-1?2!/(:,1>&+(%1'-15,$!,<!;+-!0,(196!!!
(
!)&*%'!!@-,=1('+%&!A-=%,$2!B!5'(&-5!$#/-1%&6!!*)(&-5!/#$%&%'()%;:!%$!%;5!'1,'-1!=-,=1('+%&!
1-=%,$!C=1,#'%$=5!,<!(0,D-!=-,=1('+%&!9%D%5%,$5E!(5!9-<%$-9!0:!;+-!F676!G-$5#5!H#1-(#6!
!
! +(,! .,1;+-(5;!C.-8!I$=)($9!($9!"%9JK;)($;%&E!
! -(,!!! .,1;+!G-$;1()!CI(5;!.,1;+JG-$;1()!($9!L-5;!.,1;+JG-$;1()E!
! .(,! 7,#;+!C7,#;+!K;)($;%&2!I(5;!7,#;+JG-$;1()2!($9!L-5;!7,#;+JG-$;1()E!
! /(,! L-5;!C",#$;(%$!($9!*(&%<%&!G,(5;E!
!
!*)0"#M!!@-,=1('+%&!9%D%5%,$2!B!5'(&-5!$#/-1%&6!!*)(&-5!/#$%&%'()%;:!%$!%;5!'1,'-1!=-,=1('+%&!
1-=%,$!C=1,#'%$=5!,<!(0,D-!=-,=1('+%&!9%D%5%,$5E!(5!9-<%$-9!0:!;+-!F676!G-$5#5!H#1-(#6!
! !
+(,! .-8!I$=)($9!CG,$$-&;%&#;2!"(%$-2!"(55(&+#5-;;52!.-8!N(/'5+%1-2!A+,9-!
O5)($92!P-1/,$;E!I(5;!,<!;+-!"%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
! -(,! "%9JK;)($;%&!C.-8!Q-15-:2!.-8!R,1?2!*-$$5:)D($%(E!!I(5;!,<!;+-!"%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
! .(,! I(5;!.,1;+JG-$;1()!CO))%$,%52!O$9%($(2!"%&+%=($2!S+%,2!L%5&,$5%$E!I(5;!,<!;+-!!
! ! "%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
! /(,! L-5;!.,1;+JG-$;1()!CO,8(2!T($5(52!"%$$-5,;(2!"%55,#1%2!.-01(5?(2!.,1;+!U(?,;(2!!
! ! 7,#;+!U(?,;(E!L-5;!,<!"%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
! 1(,! 7,#;+!K;)($;%&!CU-)(8(1-2!V),1%9(2!@-,1=%(2!"(1:)($92!.,1;+!G(1,)%$(2!7,#;+!!
! ! G(1,)%$(2!P%1=%$%(2!L-5;!P%1=%$%(2!U%5;1%&;!,<!G,)#/0%(E!I(5;!,<!"%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
( 2(,! I(5;!7,#;+JG-$;1()!CK)(0(/(2!T-$;#&?:2!"%55%55%''%2!W-$$-55--E!I(5;!,<!;+-!!
! ! "%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
! 3(,! L-5;!7,#;+JG-$;1()!CK1?($5(52!X,#%5%($(2!S?)(+,/(2!W-Y(5E!L-5;!,<!;+-!!!
! ! "%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
! 4(,! ",#$;(%$!CK1%Z,$(2!G,),1(9,2!O9(+,2!",$;($(2!.-D(9(2!.-8!"-Y%&,2!F;(+2!!
! ! L:,/%$=E!L-5;!,<!;+-!"%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
! 5(,! *(&%<%&!G,(5;!CK)(5?(2!G()%<,1$%(2!N(8(%%2!S1-=,$2!L(5+%$=;,$E!L-5;!,<!;+-!!
! ! "%55%55%''%!A%D-16!
!
!6$*'!!V,1/!,<!@,D-1$/-$;2!B!5'(&-5!$#/-1%&6!!O9-$;%<%-5!/#$%&%'()%;:[5>&,#$;:[5!&#11-$;!<,1/!,<!
=,D-1$/-$;6!
( 7898:;(
! +(,! "(:,1J&,#$&%)!C"GE!
! -(,! G,#$&%)J/($(=-1!CG"E!
! .(,!!! G,//%55%,$!CGSE!
! /(,! W,8$!/--;%$=!CW"E!
! 1(,! A-'1-5-$;(;%D-!;,8$!/--;%$=!CAWE!
!
! 7<=>9?(
( 2,! G,//%55%,$!CGE!
! 3,! G,#$&%)J(9/%$%5;1(;,1!C&,#$&%)J/($(=-1E!CG"E!
( 4,! G,#$&%)J-)-&;-9!-Y-&#;%D-!CGIE!
!
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!"#$!!"#!$%&'(!)!*&+,'*!-./'01,2!!"-31,+4'*!56'46'0!14!1*!+!,14%(!475-(!8199+:'(!475-*61&!31*401,4(!
&9+-4+417-(!;707.:6(!,7.-4%!70!&+01*62!
!
% &%'! <14%!=,>! ! ! % (%'! #1*401,4!=3>!
! )%'! $75-!=4>! ! ! *%'! <7.-4%!=,->!!
% +%'! ?199+:'!=8>! ! ! ,%'! @+01*6!=&>!
! -%'! $75-*61&!=4&>! ! ! .%'! @9+-4+417-!=&9>!
! /!A! B707.:6!=;>!
!
!01234$!!C'407!D4+4.*(!)!*&+,'*!-./'01,2!!"-31,+4'*!56'46'0!/.-1,1&+914%!=0',703>!1*!97,+4'3!
51461-!+-!CDE!=C'407&7914+-!D4+41*41,+9!E0'+>!+*!3'F1-'3G3'*1:-+4'3!;%!46'!H2D2!IFF1,'!7F!
C+-+:'/'-4!J!B.3:'4!=ICB>>2!
%
% &!A! <'-40+9!=,14%!A!,70'!,14%!1-!+-!CDEK!,'-40+9!,7.-41'*!+0'!46'*'!1-!561,6!+!,'-40+9!!
! ! ,14%!1*!97,+4'3>!
! )%'! D.;.0;+-!=,14%G,7.-4%!97,+4'3!1-!CDE>!
! +%'! "-3'&'-3'-4!=,14%G,7.-4%!-74!97,+4'3!1-!CDE>! !
!
5"67869:;18;4#1$!!H-1L.'!13'-41F1'0!+**1:-'3!;%!HD!<'-*.*!B.0'+.2!
!
";0:831<"4=%;4#1M!C'/;'0*61&!,73'*2!$6'0'!+0'!F18'!/'/;'0*61&!0':17-*2!$6'!*4+4'*!1-!46'!
/'/;'0*61&!0':17-*!+0'!31FF'0'-4!46+-!46'!<'-*.*!0':17-!*4+4'*2!
!
&'! N7046'+*4!0':17-!>=1>M!<7--',41,.4(!C+1-'(!C+**+,6.*'44*(!N'5!O+/&*610'(!
P673'!"*9+-3(!?'0/7-4(!#'9+5+0'(!#1*401,4!7F!<79./;1+(!C+0%9+-3(!N'5!Q'0*'%(!
N'5!R70S(!@'--*%98+-1+2!
!
)'! D7.46'+*4!0':17-!>71>M!!T97013+(!N7046!<+0791-+(!U'-4.,S%(!D7.46!<+0791-+(!
$'--'**''(!V'*4!?10:1-1+(!E9+;+/+(!W'70:1+(!C1**1**1&&1(!X7.1*1+-+(!+-3!?10:1-1+2!
!
+'! C135'*4!0':17-!=0?>M!"75+(!C1--'*74+(!I617(!V1*,7-*1-(!"991-71*(!"-31+-+(!
C1,61:+-(!C1**7.012!
!
-'! C7.-4+1-!@9+1-*!0':17-!=06>M!E01Y7-+(!N'5!C'Z1,7(!E0S+-*+*(!<7970+37(!"3+67(!
U+-*+*(!C7-4+-+(!N';0+*S+(!N7046!#+S74+(!IS9+67/+(!D7.46!#+S74+(!$'Z+*(!
V%7/1-:(!H4+62!!
!
/'! V'*4!<7+*4!0':17-!=?;>M!E9+*S+(!<+91F70-1+(!O+5+11(!N'8+3+(!I0':7-(!
V+*61-:47-2!
!
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!"#"$%&'($!%
%
)*% #+#,#-#% % % % % ./% !'0"1%&#2'+34#%
)5% #+#!6#% % % % % .7% !'0"1%(#6'"#%
)8% 999999% % % % % % .:% "$44$!!$$%
).% #23;'4#% % % % % .<% "$=#!%
)/% #26#4!#!% % % % % .>% 0"#1%
)7% &#+3?'243#% % % % % /)% @$2-'4"%
):% 999999% % % % % % /*% @32A343#%
)<% &'+'2#('% % % % % /5% 999999%
)>% &'44$&"3&0"% % % % /8% B#!134A"'4%
*)% ($+#B#2$% % % % % /.% B$!"%@32A343#%
**% (3!"23&"%'?%&'+0-,3#% % % //% B3!&'4!34%
*5% ?+'23(#% % % % % /7%% BC'-34A%
*8% A$'2A3#% % % % % %
*.% 999999%
*/% 1#B#33%
*7% 3(#1'%
*:% 3++34'3!%
*<% 34(3#4#%
*>% 3'B#%
5)% 6#4!#!%
5*% 6$4"0&6C%
55% +'03!3#4#%
58% -#34$%
5.% -#2C+#4(%
5/% -#!!#&10!$""!%
57% -3&13A#4%
5:% -344$!'"#%
5<% -3!!3!!3DD3%
5>% -3!!'023%
8)% -'4"#4#%
8*% 4$,2#!6#%
85% 4$@#(#%
88% 4$B%1#-D!132$%
8.% 4$B%E$2!$C%
8/% 4$B%-$=3&'%
87% 4$B%C'26%
8:% 4'2"1%&#2'+34#%
8<% 4'2"1%(#6'"#%
8>% '13'%
.)% '6+#1'-#%
.*% '2$A'4%
.5% D$44!C+@#43#%
.8% 999999%
..% 21'($%3!+#4(%
%
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APPENDIX E
 Mail Labels provided by ICMA
2011 Revenue Estimation Survey
Count:   1,450
File name/file type: revenue_estimation_2011.txt (Comma Delimited)
Layout
ID    
FULL_NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS_1
ADDRESS_2
CITY
STATE_PROVINCE
ZIP
 
The file is sorted by zip code and the first row contains field names.
****DO NOT DELETE ANY FIELDS FROM THIS FILE****
****MAKE SURE ZIP CODES READ IN CORRECTLY****
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APPENDIX F
 CITI Communication (personal communication, November 4, 2010)
To: Chris Stream/UNLV@UNLV
From: OPRS Human Subjects/UNLV
Date: 11/04/2010 08:05PM
Cc: bond@unlv.nevada.edu
Subject: Administrative Review - Protocol #1010-3622M: Revenue Estimation: 2009...
Dr. Stream,
In order to continue review of the above referenced study, please address the following:
1. The PI must renew CITI certification
2. The informed consent document submitted was missing all content.  
However, the recruitment letter may serve as the informed consent for this 
exempt study.  Please just include the study title., PI contact information, 
and ORI-HS contact information for questions regarding the manner in 
which the research is being conducted.
Please address the issues above and resubmit for review.  Please let me know if you have 
any questions.
Thank you, 
Josi dos Santos, CIP
Human Research Administrator
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APPENDIX G
 CITI Communication (personal communication, January 14, 2011)
To: OPRS Human Subjects/UNLV
From: Chris Stream/UNLV@UNLV
Date: 1/14/2011 
Cc: bond@unlv.nevada.edu
Subject: Administrative Review - Protocol #1010-3622M: Revenue Estimation: 2009...
Josi,
 
Hello. This is Chris Stream. I am sorry it has taken me so long to respond to your email. It 
got lost at the end of the semester, etc.
 
In any event, I have attempted to completed the items y'all needed. I will list them below.
 
The PI must renew CITI certification - I have completed this.
The informed consent document submitted was missing all content.  However, the 
recruitment letter
may serve as the informed consent for this exempt study.  I have attached the new informed 
consent document.
 
Please just include the study title., PI contact information, and ORI-HS contact information
for questions regarding the manner in which the research is being conducted. Again, I think 
this is now in the informed consent document. 
Please let me know if you need anything further from me or Ben. Thanks,
Chris. 
Christopher Stream, PhD
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APPENDIX H
 2011 Revenue Estimation survey (page 1 of 5)
 
Bond_ICMA_v2
1. What position do you currently hold? 
2. Who produces the technical estimate of revenue for the coming year? 
3. What is the highest level of education of anyone with some responsibility for 
producing the technical estimate of revenue? 
4. Has anyone with some responsibility for producing the technical estimate of revenue 
received training in forecasting methods? 
5. If "yes," what was the nature of this training? 
 
2. Survey Body
City Manager
 
nmlkj
Finance officer
 
nmlkj
Budget officer
 
nmlkj
Analyst/planner
 
nmlkj
Other
 
nmlkj
Other (please specify) 
City Manager
 
nmlkj
Finance officer
 
nmlkj
Budget officer
 
nmlkj
External experts
 
nmlkj
Departments
 
nmlkj
Other
 
nmlkj
Other (please specify) 
5
6
Associate/2 year degree
 
nmlkj
Bachelor's degree
 
nmlkj
Bachelor's degree +
 
nmlkj
Master's/advanced degree
 
nmlkj
Doctoral degree
 
nmlkj
Don't know
 
nmlkj
Yes
 
nmlkj No
 
nmlkj Don't know
 
nmlkj
Part of public administration education or coursework
 
gfedc
Part of business school education or coursework
 
gfedc
Stand-alone workshop/seminars in forecasting
 
gfedc
Don't know
 
gfedc
Other
 
gfedc
Other (please specify) 
5
6
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6. If 'yes," to question 5; Does anyone with some responsibility for producing the 
technical estimate of revenue belong to any of the following professional 
organizations? 
7. How many years of prior data are used in producing the technical estimate of revenue 
for the upcoming year? 
 
8. What method(s) are used to produce the technical estimate of revenue for the 
upcoming year? 
9. During the fiscal year 2009 budget process, was there a revision to the proposed 
budget between when the technical estimate was prepared and when the council met to 
consider it? 
10. Does the council or commission produce its own revenue estimates independent of 
the executive branch of your city? 
 
Property 
tax
Sales 
tax
State 
aid
Federal 
aid
Income 
tax
Other 
Fees
Expert Forecasting (prediction of revenue source made by a person who is familiar with 
the particular source of revenue)
gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc
Trend Forecasting (prediction of revenue from a specific source based on prior changes in 
the revenue from that source)
gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc
Deterministic Forecasting (prediction of revenue from a source based upon a percentage 
change in a social, economic, or other variable that directly affects the revenue from that 
source)
gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc
Econometric Forecasting (prediction of revenue from a source based upon statistically 
estimated coefficients of one or more economic predictor variables)
gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc
International City/County Management Association
 
gfedc
American Statistical Association
 
gfedc
Governmental Financial Officers Association
 
gfedc
AICPA/AICPS
 
gfedc
Any forecasting association
 
gfedc
Don't know
 
gfedc
Other
 
gfedc
Other (please specify) 
5
6
Yes
 
nmlkj No
 
nmlkj
Yes
 
nmlkj No
 
nmlkj
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11. If your council disagrees or has serious concerns about an estimate of significant 
revenue, is it more likely to: 
12. Please indicate whether the budget process in your city is affected by any of the 
following: 
13. Your city may obtain revenue from one or more of the following sources. Please 
indicate which revenue sources are currently available to your city. Does your city use: 
 Yes No
Property tax nmlkj nmlkj
Sales tax nmlkj nmlkj
Utility tax nmlkj nmlkj
Income tax nmlkj nmlkj
License tax nmlkj nmlkj
User tax nmlkj nmlkj
Federal intergovernmental 
aid
nmlkj nmlkj
State intergovernmental 
aid
nmlkj nmlkj
See that the estimate is changed
 
nmlkj
Accept the original estimate
 
nmlkj
Change the amount that is budgeted for reserve funds
 
nmlkj
Other
 
nmlkj
Other (please specify) 
5
6
Pay-as-you-go requirements
 
gfedc
Balanced budget provisions
 
gfedc
Caps on revenue increases
 
gfedc
City charter prohibits council from adjusting revenue estimates
 
gfedc
Other
 
gfedc
Other (please specify) 
5
6
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14. If "Yes" to previous question. Please rate the process of estimating its revenue. 
15. Please indicate which of the following statements comes closest to describing the 
beginning of your city's budget process each year: "My city's budget process begins 
with ..." 
16. Please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree 
with each of the following statements by checking the appropriate box. 
 Difficult Somewhat difficult Somewhat easy Easy
Property tax nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Sales tax nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Utility tax nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Income tax nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
License tax nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
User tax nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Federal intergov'tal aid nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
State intergov'tal aid nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
 
Strongly 
agree
Agree Disagree
Strongly 
disagree
The budget in my city is primarily based on what was spent the previous year. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
The technical revenue estimate in my city is used as-is in the actual budget document. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
The council has substantial involvement in adjusting the technical revenue estimate for use in the 
actual budget document.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
The state of the economy has little or no effect on the ease or difficulty of revenue estimate. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
The council closely questions the assumptions underlying the technical revenue estimate. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
The budget process in my city starts with an assessment of how much revenue is available. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
The council tends to question the technical revenue estimate to a greater extent during election 
years.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
The working revenue estimate is discussed with some or all of the council members before the 
budget is formally presented to the council.
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
an assessment of how much revenue is available."
 
nmlkj
an examination of what was spent last year."
 
nmlkj
looking at both how much revenue is available and what was spent last year."
 
nmlkj
Other
 
nmlkj
Other (please specify) 
5
6
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17. How much influence does the council have on the revenue estimate that appears in 
the final budget document? 
18. If the council has any influence, please estimate, in percentage terms, how much of 
the council's influence is: 
19. Did the budget preparer(s) forecast the economic downturn? 
Formal (e.g., at public hearings and other formal 
means)
Informal (e.g., casual conversation with council 
members)
No influence
 
nmlkj
Slight influence
 
nmlkj
Moderate influence
 
nmlkj
Major influence
 
nmlkj
Yes
 
nmlkj
No
 
nmlkj
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APPENDIX I
 Reminder Postcard (Back)
 Reminder Postcard (Front)
Researchers from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Greenspun College of Urban 
Affairs and the International City/Council Management Association (ICMA) are re-
fielding the 1999 Revenue Estimation survey. Your response to this survey will be 
compared against the responses provided to the 1999 survey.  
Please complete this survey electronically by visiting WEB ADDRESS TBD. To 
begin the survey please provide the city code found on the top line of the address 
label as the response to the first question. All responses will remain anonymous. 
Information provided will be reported in various ICMA publications.
If you have any questions about this research project please contact: Benjamin Bond 
c/o Christopher Stream PhD, School of Environmental and Public Affairs, 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) 4505 Maryland Parkway, Box 454030, 
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4030; at (702) 469-3069; or, at bond@unlv.nevada.edu. 
Thank you in advance for your time and participation.
School of Environmental and Public Affairs
Greenspun College of Urban Affairs
4505 S. Maryland Parkway Box  454030
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4030
ID    
FULL_NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS_1
ADDRESS_2
CITY
STATE_PROVINCE
ZIP
I D    
  
FULL_NAME 
TITLE 
COMPANY 
ADDRESS_1 
ADDRESS_2 
CITY 
STATE_PROVINCE 
ZIP 
 
 
I D    
  
FULL_NAME 
TITLE 
COMPANY 
ADDRESS_1 
ADDRESS_2 
CITY 
STATE_PROVINCE 
ZIP 
 
 
I D    
  
FULL_NAME 
TITLE 
COMPANY 
ADDRESS_1 
ADDRESS_2 
CITY 
STATE_PROVINCE 
ZIP 
 
 
School of Environmental and Public Affairs
Greenspun College of Urban Affairs
4505 S. Maryland Parkway Box  454030
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4030
School of Environmental and Public Affairs
Greenspun College of Urban Affairs
4505 S. Maryland Parkway Box  454030
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4030
School of Environmental and Public Affairs
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